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Le messoge du directeur
fn the Commission, os in rnost lorge orgonisotions, informotion technology hos become on
indispensoble port of the working environment. It is no longer only employed to speed up
repetitive clericol ond occounting tosks, but now touches every ospect of our professionol
lives, ond hos grown from being o useful tool to being o port of the bosic infrostructure of
the orgonisotion.
ft is essentiol thot this component of the orgonisotion should be stoble ond retioble but still
flexible enough to evolve with chonging conditions, efficient ond eosy to use for both new ond
experienced users, ond of oll times provide o sectJre level of service oppropriote to
reguirements.
Therehavebeen nopid chonges ond odvonces in informotion technology, but the orgonisotionol
ond monogeriol chollenges remoin os difficult ond complex as evet.
The Commission hos odopted on orgonisotionol structure which mokes o cleor distinction
between the responsibilities of:
r o c€htrol informotics service,lhe Informotics Directorote
. ohd locol orgonisotions within the Directorotes General ond Services.
The Informotics Technicol Committee (Comitd Technigue de l'fnformafique or CTI as we
usually call it) is the chonnel of communicotion between centrol ond locol informotics
orgonisotions ond is the forum for technicol decision-moking.
The mondote of the fnformotics Directorote is to ensure o coherent fT environment in terms
of technology ond tesources, ond to provide the reguisite corporote services such os the
Doto Centre, the dota tronsmission network, electronic moil, ond other technicol ond
logisticol support services, including troining ond procurement. The fnformotics Directorote
olso porticipotes, in close colloborotion with Directorotes Generol, in the development of
Corporote fnformotion Systems.
The informotics services of the Directorotes Generol ore tesponsible for the design ond
implementotion of their own informotion systems, the fT and office outomotion projects
which support them, ond for mointoining o high level of user sotisfoction. This is done in
complionce with common rules which ensure coherence ond inter-communicotion between
systems, ond with the ossistonce of centrolly provided support. Additionolly, they are
responsible for the onnuol definition ond preporotion of on fnformotics Moster Plon, the
monogement ond control of their eguipment, ond user support.
A required criticol success foctor for this orgonisotion to work is the permonent ond full
colloborotion ond communicotion between the Informotics Directorote ond the informotics
services of Directorotes General. ft is due to this foct thot this orgonisotion hos been
working smoothly for the lost ten yeors.
The following porognophs give on overview of the recent orgonisotionol chonges the Europeon
Commission hos emborked on ond describes how fnformotion ond Communicotion Technologies
(ICT) are going to support these chonges by meons of the e-Commission initiotive.
The chollenges of globolisotion ond future enlorgement reguire better gove?nonce of oll
levels, including the Europeon Union. The Commission must rise to this challenge: o strong
Europe needs o strong Commission ond thot is why, upon toking office, the PRODI Commission
immediotely emborked on preporing o progrom of Reform.
The college of commissioners, choired by President PRODf, wonts the Commission to hove o
public odministrotion thot excels so thot it con continue to fulfil its tosks under the Treoties
with moximum effectiveness. The citizen of the Union deserve no less, the stoff of the
Commission wont to provide no less.
The founders of the Communities werethe profound modernisers of their doy. The current
Commission ond the stoff shore their ideols ond sense of determinotion ond wont to honour
their legocy by modernising the fnstitution they built to seNe the citizens of Europe.
On this bosis, the Commission lounched of the beginning of 2000 on overoll ossessment of its
octivities ond resources ond hos opproved in Morch 2001, after on intensive consultotion
process, the White Paper "Reforming the Commission".
The document proposes o strotegy with three related themes:
. Reform of the woy politicol priorities ore set ond resources ore ollocoted
. fmportont chonges to humon resources policy, plocing o premium on performonce,
continuous troining ond guolity of monogement
. An overhoul of finonciol monogement, empowering eoch deportment to estoblish on
effec'tive control system oppropriote to its own needs.
In this context, it is cleor thot to be eff ective,the Commission olso needs optimol structures
ond streomlined procedures to better exploit digitol technologies.
The White Paper stotes thot "better use must be mode of the opportunities offered by
modern informotion ond communicotion technologies in order to creote the e-Comtnission ...".
To put the e-Commission in context, o mention must be olso mode to the e-Europe initiotive.
The Lisbon Europeon Council in Morch 2000 recognised thot the globolisotion of morkets
brought obout by the recent odvonces in informotion ond communicotion technologies (ICT)
hos thrown up o series of chollenges to the Europeon economy. The Europeon Council set the
ombitious objective for Europe to be the most competitive economy in the world.
fn response, the Commission odopted the e-Europe Action Plon thot wos endorsed by the
Feiro Europeon Council in June 2000. This identifiedten oreos for oction ot Europeonlevel.
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Oneof these oreos oddresses the response thot gove?nments should moke.
The e-Europe Action Plon recognises thot chongeover to electronic interoction olso involves
mojor chonges to the internol workings of public odministrotions. In this context, the
Commission conf irmed the need to revise its procedures to better exploit digitol technologies
in the fromework of the Reform.
As stoted in the White Poper, better use must be mode of the opportunities offorded by
modern informotion technologies in order to create on e-Commission - " ... on odministrotion
which is ...exemplory in its odvonced use of informotion technology, o model of o completely
computerised odministrotion, o poperless Commission".
The drive towords the e-Commission mirrors developments olreody toking ploce in mony public
senvices ond privote bodies throughout the world.
Most member stotes ore setting up similor progrommes for public odministrotion. The e-
Europe oction plon set torgets for them in this domoin ond hos estoblished the benchmork
porometers to monitor progress.
The Commission is, in mony woys, significontly different from most nationol odministrotions in
terms of the services to be delivered,the size of the populotions to be oddressed ond the
need to frequently operate ond communicote in oll the eleven officiol Community longuoges.
Wonting to fully porticipote in the e-Europe initiotive, the benchmork porometers to monitor
the progress of the e-commission hove hod to be odopted conseguently.
The e-Commission section of the Reform White Poper identified three principol stronds
where progress is reguired:
. Modernisotion of the internol odministrotion
Delivery of this strond requires ochieving, omong others, the following objectives
. improved knowledge management ond shoring;
. roising levels of stoff productivity by the provision of powerful, user-friendly,
inlegrated tools;
. moking ovoiloble to monogement the reguisite doto for informed decision moking;
. implementing the security infrostructure (e.g. electronic signoture/viso) needed
to move from poper-bosed to electronic procedures;
. improving document monogement, circulotion, filing ond orchiving;
. More efficient communicotion with external portners
The following objectives have to be ochieved
. Ensuring coherence between octions token in colloborotion with the externol
portners (e.g. vio the Tnterchange of Doto omong Administrotions (IDA)
Progromme) ond the octions lounched in this area f or internol purposes;
Upgroding the server ond telecommunicotions infrostructure ond the informotion
systems to support informotion exchonge:
Explore potentiol portnerships for the development of projects in the oreo of
document exchonge, web-bosed discussion groups, shored portols ond electronic
public procurement;
Bett)rPublic Service to Citizensond Business
Some objectives in this strond ore:
hondling bosic tronsoctions on-line by the end of 2OO1:
A complete review of the highly populor Europo web site, so thot it provides
"odvonced multilinguol internet presence so os to publish, interoct ond tronsoct
on-line to the highest stondords set by leoding world e-government
odministrotions";
The extension of the use of the internet to ensure consultotion ond feedback on
mojor pol icy initiotives;
On-line informotion submission of opplicotions for porticipotion in Community
Progrommes;
Putting in ploce on-line systems to ollow electronic tendering:
In its meettng of trunel?th, the Commission opproved the memorondum "Towords the e-
Commission: fmplementotion Strotegy 2OO1-2OO5' .
This memorondum presents the criticol success foctors to ochieve the e-Commission ond
creates on orgonisotion ond monogement structure (the e-Commission Steering Committee)
thot will ensure the project is octively monoged, driven forword, monitored ond supplied with
the reguired resources. ft will report to Mr. N. KINNOCK, Vice-President for the Reform.
The memorondum olso presents o roadmop describing the mojor octivities ond processes to
be corried out ond a five yeor work plon including oll the corporote ond verticol (policy
oriented) fCT octivities to be carried out in the framework of the e-Comrnission. ft olso
presents o budget plon for 2OO1-2O02 ond o good estimotion of budgetory nesources needed
for the period 2003-2005.
fn conclusion, the e-Commission is primorily on orgonisotionol project, with o importont fCT
element. ft reguires coherent orgonisotionol ond technicol initiotives ocross the institution
ond it provides the overoll fromework ond orientotions for the opplicotion of fCT to achieve
the objectives mentioned obove over the next five yeors.
More thon ever, the orgonisotion described of the beginning of this poper hos to work
f lowlessly in order to occomplish the very chollenging ond exciting tosk thot hos been given to




A multilingual tool for DG webmasters
Should it be on-line or online? Web sife or website or web-sifd
Home page o? honepage or home-pagd
Le ifse i te, Einsf iegsse ife oder Ubersich fsse itd
The quality of the Commission's image as it is projected over the Internet depends to a considerable extent
on the linguistic quality of the various documents on the Europa web site. And linguistic quality, in all
eleven languages, depends not only on clarity and readability but also on correct usage, and consistency of
spelling and style. Well aware of these important aspects, the Language Help Desk (Terminology and
Language Support Unit, Translation Service) has been delighted to respond to the Europa webmaster's
request for a multilingual glossary of terms and expressions commonly used on DG web pages. The project
started some months ago with a list of general terms and expressions. We have now added country names,
languages and metadata. And the project is an ongoing one. All of you are invited to send suggestions for
additions which we will translate into all languages and include in the list. Thus it will gradually become a
really purpose designed multilingual resource for DG webmasters. We hope you will become familiar with it
and use it in preference to miscellaneous dictionaries and other less reliable resources.
Don't forget to click on the
changes and additions.
button from time to time to check for possible
Your contact person is Satu PORSTI or Diana JANK.
So take a look and let us have your views:
h ttp : /www. cc. ce ci sdUo ut i I s/we bte rm s/i n d ex. htm
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OIIice Automation and Documents Manasement
Acrobat
Le PDF 1.3 a ete confirmd comme format de
rdference d la CE par le biais d'une procddure 6crite
lancde en juillet.
La note informative qui a 6t6 envoyde aux IRM
faisait aussi le point sur la situation pour la suite
Adobe:
o Acrobat Reader 5 est mis en production (le
script d'installation DI se trouve sur
Softline)
o la suile (pour crdalion,/modrfication)
Acrobat 4 a ete ddfinitivement retird du
marchd et donc il ne sera plus mis en
production d la CE. En tout cas pour les
licences achetdes de fin 1999 jusqu'd mi-
2001, un script d'installation est disponible
sur demande (voir Softline) et DI-STB
donne du support 2-3me niveau
o finalement la suite Acrobat 5 (qui introduit
le format PDF 1.4) est en dvaluation et la
ddcision sur son introduction comme produit
de r6f6rence sera prise lors du prochaine
Prodcut meeting Famille 3. Aprds cette
ddcision DI-STB poura donner du support
efficace sur cette suite.
Pour plus de ddtails contacter: C. D'ASCANIO ou
V. DE GRISANTIS
Autres nouveaut6s d' Adobe
Vous souvenez vous d'un produit appel6 Business
Tools?
C'6tait un ensemble d'outils permettant aux
utilisateurs de modifier aisdment des documents en
format PDF sans devoir payer une licence du produit
complet. Ce produit 6tait apparu avec la version 4
(fin 1999) et il a brusquement disparu avec l'arrivd
sur le marchd de la version 5. Cette vie dphdmdre a
soulevd un grand nombre de questions chez les
clients Adobe. Finalement Adobe vient de mettre en
production ,4pprova/, un produit toujours orientd
manipulation du format PDF, mais plus simple que
Business Tools.
Ce type de produit est essentiel pour introduire
l'utilisation du format PDF dans les chaines de
production-rdvision des documents (document fl ow).
La durd de vie de son pr6ddcesseur nous oblige d
une certaine prudence de mise en chantier.
... le virus arrive sur le PDF'
Et voild, comme prdvisible, m€me le monde PDF est
contamind. Un virus qui touche la suite Acrobat 5
vient d'6tre d6couvert et comme toujours nous nous
en remettons d la rapide r6ponse de systdmes de
ddfense antiviral (VirusScan en premier lieu).
Ce virus ne touche pas Acrobat Reader, et donc la
simple visualisation d'un document PDF ne prdsente
aucun risque ... pour le moment!
IE5 et 6
En parlant de virus on ne peut pas ignorer "NIMDA"
qui a attaqud les serveurs IIS, il est arrivd jusqu'aux
postes de travail d travers les navigateurs lE. La
r6ponse a 6td rapide et grdce d des patches mis i
disposition par Microsoft nous avons pu rdduire les
failles qui en 6taient la cause.
Mais cela n'est qu'un 6pisode qui peut se reproduire
d tout moment et surtout il a montrd un aspect trds
ddlicat de la prdvention. Microsoft avait ddjd ddtectd
la faille sur IE et avait donnd la solution dans le
package IE 5.5 SP 2 de septembre. Mais rien n'6tait
disponible pour les autres versions de IE. En effet le
patch pour les versions actuellement ddploy6es d la
CE (IE 5.01 et IE 5.5 SPl) a dtd d6livr6 seulement
oprisl'aniv6 de NIMDA.
Nous venons de recevoir d'autres alertes pour
lesquelles seulement des patches pour la toute
dernidre version de IE (mais aussi de Word, Excel et
autres produits) sont disponibles.
Cette situation met en dvidence que une prdvention
efficace, il faut ddployer le plut6t possible les
nouvelles versions de IE, m€me si cela demande un
effort important (la taille du script DI pour IE 5.5
SP2 reprdsente plus ou moins 40 MB).
Vous trouverez les scripts d'installation sur Softline
ainsi que tous les patches jusqu'ici disponibles pour
le navigateur et ses composants.
Pour plus d'info contacter:
C. D'ASCANIO ou T. TANNOUCHE-BENNANI
Linkbot Developper Edition 6
En collaboration, la DI et la DG-PRESS ont ndgocid
un accord avec la socidtd WatchFire pour
I'utilisation du produit Linkbot Developer Edition 6.
Ce produit remplace (tout en donnant des
fonctionnalitds suppldmentaires) la version 5 qui
avait 6t6 retenue comme produit en Classe C fin
1999 (sur demande de la communautd de
webmasters Europa) et qui avait 6td retird du marchd
d6but 2001.
Linkbot DE 6 n'est disponible sur le march6 que
comme composant de la suite Linkbot Enterprise, et
c'est pour cette raison que nous avons directement
n6goci6 avec la firme.
Ce produit est extrdmement efficace pour la
maintenance des liens dans les sites web (ddtection
liens cassds, mise d jour, reporting, etc) et il se
couple bien avec tous les systdmes de Web Content
Management.
Une note sur ce sujet vient d'Otre envoyde aux IRM
pour les informations techniques, la gestion des
licences et le support.
Ollice .... Et Ie caf6
Non, non, il ne s'agit pas des dernidres nouvelles sur
la r6ponse Microsoft d la technologie Java, ni des
premidres r6v6lations de DOC.NET. Il s'agit tout
simplement du cafe que les participants d la
prdsentation Office Day (organisd par DI-STB ddbut
septembre) n'ont pas eu lors de la s6ance (ni le matin
ni l'aprds-midi)
Cette prdsentation a dtd faite pour donner un apergu
le plus ample possible de la nouvelle suite Office
XP. Elle se voulait informative concernant les
rdsultats des 6tudes men6es par DI-STB sur l'impact
d'une migration d la CE vers Office 2000 ou
OfficeXP
L'objectif final a ete de donner toutes les
informations n6cessaires pour que la communautd
informatique de la CE puisse prendre une ddcision
sur I'dvolution de notre configuration Office l'annde
prochaine. Surtout en tenant compte de la migration
de l'OS (projet ETP) et de la mise /tors service
ddfinitive du support Microsoft pour Office 97.
Les analyses r6alisdes jusqu'ici ddmontrent les
co0ts, les avantages et les ddfis que les nouvelles
suites comportent. Les sujets les plus ddlicats sont la
formation, la migration des add-on vers le nouveau
VBA et surtout le passage de Access 97 d Access
2000t2002.




Le contrat sign6, Quick View Plus 6 peut Otre
ddployd sur tous les postes de la CE. Le support
ainsi que le script d'installation sont disponibles.
Les aspects les plus intdressants de cette nouvelle
version sont le support nouvearx formats (Office
2000, Kodack FlashPix, Corel-Draw 6-8, AutoCAD
DFX, etc), support pour Visio et MS-Project, Quick
Compress, meilleure intdgration avec IE, Netscape,
Outlook, Adobe Acrobat 4, et autres.
Nous suivrons l'dvolution de ce produit, car ddji une
nouvelle version, la 7, se prdannonce. Il s'agit de la
version ouverte d Windows XP, actuellement en
Beta, et vous en aurez des nouvelles dds qu'elle sera
officiellement disponible.
Pour plus de ddtails contacter J. PEKKI.
Erratum au Bulletin de juillet 2001
Page 6, <Le PDF-Batch 3.0>: le PDF Batch ne
permet pas de modfier les polices de caractdres,
mais de contrdler leur utilisation dans les fichiers
PDF
Page 8 <Enterpise Web Content Management>: il
faut ajouter I'OPOCE dans la liste des unit6s /
directions qui collaborent d l'AO Enterprise-WCM
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Information Systems Infrastructure
BO Support
In order to reinforce the Business Objects support,
DI-STB organises regular support meetings in
videoconference every second Wednesday of a
month. DGs are invited to participate and expose
their problems.
In the same way, DI-STB has arranged to have a
common pool of consultant days for the convenience
of DGs needing a BO specialist for a short period of
time. These consultant days can be ordered by any
IRM by making an official request to Rafael RUIZ
DE LA TORRE (DI-STB) explaining briefly the
work to be done, the contact person, the number of
requested days and a contact person. The worked
days will be invoiced to the DG later.
For additional information on this subject, please
contact P. BRAHY or H.BRAND
ColdFusion Support
The DI has established contact with the company
Macromedia, the new owner of the product
ColdFusion, to obtain guarantees about the
continuity and evolution of the product. Macromedia
directives have assured the continuity and evolution
of the product to a J2EE compatible platform. A
ColdFusion product meeting will take place during
the month of November and Macromedia will be
invited to present the evolution of the product.
The migration to ColdFusion 5 has been evaluated.
The first tests are very positive on Windows NT
where no incidents have been detected while there
are a few minor issues on Solaris affecting new
functionality. A final decision on when a
ColdFusion 5 will be available at the Data Centre is
still to be made.
For information, please, contact M. BERGDAHL, or
R. RUIZ DE LA TORRE.
Weblogic J2EE Application Server
Following the recommendations of the REDIS II
project, the DI has concluded a framework contract
with the company BEA Systems for the acquisition
of the Weblogic JZEE Application Server. A
summary of the key conditions of the contract is
available from the DI.
A word of warning should be given to projects
willing to adopt the new technology. Because of the
complexity and paradigm change, the adoption of
the new technology should be considered as a risk
factor. Projects should evaluate carefully the use of
the new technology before deciding a complete
migration to it.
For additional information about this project, please,
contact Rafael RUIZ DE LA TORRE.
XML
After the conclussion of the XML market survey,
DI-STB has conducted a survey to determine which
are the priorities for new actions on the XML field.
The results of the survey don't allow to establish
clear conclusions on the priorities and importance of
the tasks. Considering the nature of the different
tasks, we can classifu them in two groups, one under
the direct responsibility of DI-STB composed of:
3 Evaluation of XML editors
= 
Evaluation of XML parsers
3 Evaluation of XML repositories
= 
SIG : Technical follow-up of XML core
standards and technologies
And one that could be managed by the CIS group
composed of:
3 Enterprise application integration: A2A and
82B
3 Specification of XML vocabularies
DI-STB will continue working in the areas
mentioned above in collaboration with interested
DGs and the CIS.
For additional information about this project or to
obtain copies of the documents, please, contact






ffi8$ nffi 100,00% 99,760/c 1.164 308 319
HlJffi 99,73% 99,90% 23.498 8.942 9.627
l#ffiffb, l$-{$a0f 99,83% 99,62% N/A 202 348
tffir&- me 100,00% 100,00% 1.142 283 240
st*$* , tls,t ilx 100,00% 99,920/0 8.44e 3.612 3.987
FmffinnY 100,00% 100,00% 6.'t58 1.408 1.474
HN'Ere m N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Ces chiffres ne couvrent pas pour le moment les serveurs NT. Un effort particulier est actuellement










Charge totale sur les 12 derniers mois
61 sertreurs dont 2 propridtaires, 35 UND(, 24 NT


















Charge par DG, CPU (GINS) et disque (MB)
ordre d6croissant
BC CPU 12 mois CPU &rnier mois MB demier mois
BUDG 17.864.488 1.762.431 2.001.588
DC 14.098.021 1.176.243 1.617.578
SDT 13.695.094 1.476.88C 1.040.863
ADMIN 12.415.528 911.814 962.828
ESTAT 5.964.299 579.843 889.723
IAXUD 4.275.349 83.228 104.744
AIDCO 2.577.292 431.47C 95.221
CPOCE 1.664.425 117.576 97.041
RELEX 1.317.620 249.828 40.457
SANCO 1.226.441 79.201 61.491
ECHO 977.168 60.869 18.981
EAC 946.986 23.371 17.108
SG 512.539 61.517 39.435
DEV 411.245 28.750 35.992
REGIO 398.549 14.343 38.643
VARKT 283.893 6.777 73.880
AGRI 267.533 10.338 31.186
PRESS 264.067 35.972 11.844
TREN 217.645 5.381 113.882
FISH 183.302 9.803 27.065
3J 180.250 5.543 12.059
RTD 114.049 9.1 00 26.841
JAI 45.457 821 9.477
ELARG 40.861 3.1 19 19.994
=NV
21.036 1.140 6.088
CFIN 17.859 1.181 22.979
f,LAF 14.774 527 2.908
=NTR
12.343 1.252 28.636
GS 9.078 0 985
=MPL
1.964 46 5.371
NFSO 'l .183 104 1.644
DC 219 49 1.900
JRC 0 0 2.548
80.020.556 7.148.515 7.460.980
Guide pour les producteurs d'information
Le nouveau Guide pour les Producteurs d'lnformation (lPG) sur EUROPA est maintenant
disponible en format HTML. Accessible librement sur EUROPA en frangais et en anglais, il
s'adresse aux coordinateurs, aux webmestres ainsi qu'aux prestataires de service qui cr6ent des
pages sur EUROPA. ll couvre les aspects d'ordre 6ditorial, technique et graphique.
http://europa.eu.inUcomm/ipo/index fr.htm (version frangaise)
http://europa.eu.inUcomm/ipq/index en.htm (english version)
Le guide a 6t6 r6dig6 sur base des fils conducteurs suivants:
o r6diger un document utile et compr6hensible pour un public trds vari6 (responsables
pol itique, coord inateu rs EU ROPA, webmestres, contractants ext6rieu rs... )
o justifier chaque rdgle
. claire distinction entre les diff6rents niveaux d'obligation ("obligatoire", "recommand6",
"facultatif')
o o€ pas doubler l'information existante
. information pratique "pr6te d I'emploi"
Les dispositions de ce guide sont obligatoires afin de garantir un service coh6rent et convivial aux
utilisateurs. Ce document est 6volutif et mis d jour 169ulidrement.
10 r6gles d'or
La Commission ne peut diffuser des informations sur internet qu'd travers le site EUROPA
sous l'adresse "europa.eu. inUcomm"
La conception, la production et la gestion d'un site sur EUROPA doivent 6tre planifi6es
Le site doit 6tre int6gr6 dans la structure g6n6rale du site de la Commission
La pr6sentation standard du site de la Commission doit 6tre respect6e
Seules les technologies informatiques en vigueur d la Commission sont d utiliser
ll faut privil6gier le multilinguisme et veiller i la qualit6 r6dactionnelle du site
Le site EUROPA doit 6tre accessible par le plus grand nombre d'utilisateurs
ll faut d6velopper I'interactivit6 des sites
L'avis juridique couvrant la clause de non-responsabilit6 et les droits d'auteur doit 6tre ins6r6
en haut de chaque page








Les services de !'unite CET 
- 
Secteur Qualit6
Les services propos6s aux IRM
Dans le but de remplir sa mission qui est de "mettre en @uvre", au sein des services de la
Commission, le principe de gestion totale de la qualit6 (TOM) en matidre informatique, l'unit6 CET-
secteur qualit6 est maintenant en mesure d'ajouter d I'offre de services present6e dans la Page
Qualit6 publi6e dans le Bl d'avril 2001,|e service de CONSEIL.
Nous proposons notre collaboration, si necessaire avec l'aide de consultants externes, aux
organisations informatiques centrales et locales. En ce qui concerne les organisations
informatiques locales, nous pouvons aider l'6quipe IRM dr:
Adapter ou construire un systime de
gestion de la qualit6 bas6 sur lSO
9000:2000.
"La d6marche qui s'appuie sur un systdme
de management de la qualit6, amdne les
organismes d analyser les exigences des
clients, a d6finir les processus qui
contribuent d la r6alisation d'un
produiVservice acceptable pour le client et d
en maintenir la maitrise. Les exigences
relatives aux systdmes de management de
la qualit6 sont sp6cifi6es dans ISO 9001."
Etablir des plans qualit6 pour assurer la
qualit6 des services et des projets
informatiques (sur base de !a norme ISO
9000:2000).
Un plan qualit6 assure pour un processus
(service, projet), la d6finition des:
- responsabilit6s pour la mise en euvre du
processus;
- ressources n6cessaires. finances et
infrastructure;
- comp6tences et connaissances pour la
mise en @uvre du processus;
- activit6s (y inclus m6thodes et outils) du
processus;
- mesures et analyses pour I'am6lioration
continue du processus;
- documentation et enregistrements
n6cessaires au processus.
Elaborer des systCmes de mesure et
d'analyse associ6s aux services et
proiets i nformatiques.
La norme ISO 9000:2000 propose la mesure
des performances des processus de
l'organisme: mesure et 6valuation des
r6sultats; capacit6 des processus;
satisfaction des clients et des autres parties
int6ress6es. "Les donn6es issues de
mesures sont importantes pour fonder la
prise de d6cision sur les faits."
Appliquer le modile CAF (6quivalent au
modile d'excellence d'EFQM pour les
administrations publiques) pour
auto6valuer la qualit6 totale.
Le Cadre d'Auto6valuation des Fonctions
publiques (CAF) est propos6 comme un outil
aux administrations publiques de l'Union
europ6enne pour les aider d comprendre et
d am6liorer les techniques de management
dans l'administration publique. L'objectif
premier est de fournir un cadre simple et
facile d utiliser qui permette l'auto6valuation
des organisations du secteur public. Le CAF
peut 6tre utilis6 pour d6velopper une culture
de "recherche permanente de l'excellence",par exemple en r6p6tant l'exercice
d'auto6valuation d intervalles r6guliers pour
permettre une prise de conscience des
progrds accomplis.




Democracies are continually confronted with
demands for ever greater dialogue between
electors and elected. ln recent years, the
explosion of the World Wide Web has
increased the possibilities and range of such
dialogue. Coupled with this has been a need to
bring ever more information and documentation
on parliamentary and legislative work into the
public arena and onto the Web.
ln response to the dangers of "information
overload", many parliaments are examining
how to manage their information and
documents in such a way that improves
transparency and access and permits greater
understanding of the democratic process.
All parliamentary democracies share a desire to
organise information and knowledge in a way
that is accessible and understandable. ln
addition, there is a growing demand to share
information between Parliaments.
The European Parliament has recently adopted,
together with the Council representing the EU's
15 Member States, a regulation concerning
public access to information and documents.
This regulation - although nothing new for those
countries already familiar with high levels of
transparency and access to information - is a
major breakthrough.
Access to documents regarding the activities of
the institutions enables citizens to hold the EU
governing bodies accountable, stimulates
greater efficiency and enhances democracy.
The politicians have laid down the political
framework, and the administrations of the EU
institutions need now to follow. Here comes the
hard work...!
No-one could deny the value brought by greater
accessibility to technology, and in particular the
cultural revolution that the lnternet and World
Wide Web have brought. However, the greater
and more widespread use of technology in all
aspects of our work, developed often without
any architectural blueprints, has led to a
veritable <<urban sprawl> with competing and
often incompatible lT systems failing to deliver
up the information and knowledge that they
contain.
The World Wide Web was built on the back of a
handful of simple, open, accessible and freely
available standards, which no one owns and
that anyone can use. lf we are to learn from the
experience of the Web, it is that our information
systems - systems that we are now so
committed to making accessible to the ordinary
citizen - must also be re-engineered around
open and accessible standards.
ln June 2001, the first of a series of seminars
was held in Brussels under the general banner
"Managing lnformation Resources for e-
Government". The objective of the series is to
look at these standards issues, not just from a
dry technological point of view, but as a means
to achieving those worthy political goals. This
"back office" work often goes unnoticed and
uncredited, but without it, we would not be able
to deliver on the political engagements: it is only
by building robust "information architectures" on
solid lT foundations, that we will achieve those
aims.
This first seminar - although largely
concentrated on metadata questions
highlighted the need to bring together a number
of embryonic projects:
o the "ParlML" project, a standardisation
initiative to provide a common XML-based
vocabulary for marking up parliamentary
and legislative texts. This initiative, largely
financed by the European Commission's
programme to promote the interchange of
data between administrations (lDA), is
starting to get under way and can find its
origins in the lT co-ordination work of the
ECPRD;
o Dublin Core Metadata lnitiative (DCMI)
'Government' working group, is considering
extensions of the basic, but ubiquitous
'Dublin Core' metadata set (used for
LI
maintaining basic reference information
about any given information artefact or
document), for use by public sector and
government agencies;
o The UK Government's e-Government
lnteroperability and Metadata Frameworks,
that are setting the pace in Government-
driven lT standards that departments and
public agencies are expected to follow, as a
guarantee for lT interoperability;
o Redevelopment of the multilingual
Thesaurus, Eurovoc, widely used as a
powerful and controlled vocabulary for
providing keywords and descriptors to
information artefacts.
All of these projects have common threads:
o a desire for high interoperability between lT
systems;
o in an environment of continued budgetary
austerity, improving economies of scale by
allowing greater co-operation between
different institutions, administrations and
parliaments on common projects using
common standards;
. an orientation to open and "evolutionary"
standards, that avoid 'vendor lock-in';
. responsive to demands for greater, and
public, access to information
and common methodologies:
o co-operation on exchange of ideas and
projects under way, prototypes, etc.
. development of a common approach to
problem solving
o development and agreement on an open
standard
. desire to see the standards "hosted" under
a common theme
This common theme has now also been taken
up by the European Commission's IDA
programme, under the banner proposed by the
organisers of the first seminar in Brussels:
"Managing lnformation Resources for e-
Government" or MlReG.
As part of its forthcoming activities, some
financed and supported by lDA, others by the
different agencies and projects already
associated and others, will be looking at:
o Semantics: how do we use lT standards like
XML to identify the semantic structure of
documents and texts, in such a way that
they can be handled, processed and
identified more easily? This is the focus of
the work of the ParlML project, aiming to
develop a common vocabulary for
parliamentary and legislative texts;
o Ontologies: how do standards like the ISO's
"Topic Maps" help in building 'pictures' of
the thematic relationships between different
types of information and
information/document sets?
o Thesauri: how, particularly in an
international environment, can controlled
vocabularies help researchers and the
public find the 'right' subset of information
and documents pertinent to specific theme
or area of interest?
o Tools: nobody wants to become an lT
specialist in order to create, manage and/or
find information and documents, so how can
user friendly tools be developed on the back
of these lT standards and in a way that
avoids'vendor-dependence'?
Peter PAPPAMIKAIL




SePtember 2001 status rePort
Following an evaluation studyl 2 the CTI meeting on June 6th launched a Windows 2000/XP
deployment project, under the acronym ETP3.
At the same meeting, the CTI indicated two high-priority objectives on which early progress should
be achieved: rapid Jeployment in specific areas (the "quick wins") and reaching consensus on the
Active Directory (nOj aicnitecture to be deployed. For the latter goal, the CTI mandated the
creation of an ad-hoc working group and set October CTI as deadline.
1. Proiect "Phase 1"
Following launch, the project entered its initial
phase, whose objectives can be stated as
follows:
o Set up design teams and draw a detailed
operational plan for the whole range of
design activities.
o Make a recommendation on the architecture
for the Active Directory, meeting the
consensus of local teams and common
service providers.
o Achieve significant progress in delivering
the "quick wins".
We plan to complete project phase 1 by
October and start the detailed design soon
after. The following sections summarise the
progress achieved in relation to each of the
objective.
2. Proiect management activities
Detaited proiect plan. The problem statement
document indicated the overall timeline for the
major phases of the project. The next stage is
the preparation of a detailed Plan
encompassing all activities relating to detail
design, proof of concepts and if possible, pilot
activities. This plan will not cover the general
rollout phase. Current status: the inventory of
design tasks is in progress. Based on this, the
detailed plan for the design activities will be
compiled by early October.
Proiect team. A draft proposal for the project
team structure has been released internally
within STB.
External consulting. Microsoft Consulting
Services (MCS) will be our main partner for the
design activities. MCS will provide technical
lead (Bart Boydens) and subject matter
expertise as necessary. Laurent Salomon
(MCS) will assure co-ordination within MCS for
all activities relating to this project,








Problem Statement" ref. DI-STB-2001-772
STB also recruited two consultants (replacing
existing vacancies) to reinforce the project team
on client integration and network/security
activities.
3. Active Directory Architecture definition
o The ADA (Active Directory Architecture)
working group was constituted as decided
by the CTl. Members were appointed by
their lRMs. The mandate for the working
group is to make a recommendation on the
AD architecture to be deployed. At the kick-
off meeting, the working group decided to
follow a 3-step approach:
. lnventory. Make an inventory of the needs
that must be met by the architecture, in the
form of a Functional Requirements
document.
o Ana/ysrs. ldentify, with the assistance of
consulting experts, the architecture (or
architectures) that best meet the
requirements.
o Proposa/. Agree on a common proposal to
be submitted to the CTI sub-committee.
The ADA working group met twice chaired by
Michael Sonderskov. A second draft for the
Functional Requirements is awaiting finalisation
by written procedure. The analysis is already
under way and the results will be discussed at
the next ADA meeting on September 19.
W2K training courses for the members have
been organised throughout the summer and
more are scheduled. A public folder for the
groups has been set up.
Finally, a test environment was set up at the
Atelier STB-Luxembourg. lt will be used by the
working group to test simulated scenarios as
part of the analysis.
4. Early deployments ("quick wins")
Reference Configuration 4.2. The rapid
deployment on portable PCs will be possible
thank to RC 4.2. This configuration includes the
same set of application software currently in
use under NT4 (RC 4.1) and will be supported
on Windows 2000 Professional SP2 for the
latest portable models. This configuration
represents a stopgap solution, to be later
replaced by the target configuration based on
Windows XP and Office XP.
As usual, the RC will be distributed in the form
of model-specific recove7/ CDs (conlaining the
Ghost image of operating system, drivers and
utilities) and a single application CD containing
the individual install scripts and the script
launcher NTP Setup. A beta release of RC 4.2
is now available.
Recommendations on deployment of
standalone seryers. Another "quick win" for
the project is the rapid deployment of Windows
2000 Server for specific purposes. An ongoing
study will produce a report containing
recommendations on how best to integrate
W2K servers within NT4 networks and how to
avoid known problems. A draft version of the
report is available.
Terminal Server. The use of Windows 2000 as
terminal server is high on demand and a
number of services are candidates to be offered
in production by the data centre in the coming
months. ln collaboration with DG BUDG, work
is ongoing to set up a terminal server hosting
the new version of the SINCOM2 client; this
service will be up and running before the end of
September at the data centre and will be
proposed for evaluation to remote end-users.
The results of this experience will be the basis
for a report describing recommendations and
procedu res to faci I itate si milar deployments.
5. Proiect reporting
Concerning project reporting, the following
schedule is planned.
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Presentation of project results.
AD Architecture proposal:
oresentation and discussion.




un aperçu de l'architecture ... 
".Net" est partout, tout le monde en parle ... en bien ou en mal, et chacun le définit différemment. 
".Net" est certainement l'un des termes les plus fréquemment rencontrés dans la littérature actuelle 
sur la vision et l'avenir de Microsoft. C'est aussi l'un des moins bien compris. 
".Net" est un mot qui recouvre à la fois une vision, une infrastructure et une gamme de produits et 
de services. 
• La vision de ".Net" place les notions de "service sur Internet" et "d'utilisateur, 
consommateur de services" au cœur de la conception des systèmes d'information. 
• L'infrastructure ".Net" est un ensemble de composants software. Ce sont les briques de 
base qui doivent permettre de transformer cette vision en réalité. 
• Les services et les produits seront les "fruits" de cette mise en œuvre 1. 
J'ai eu la chance de pouvoir participer au TechEd 2001 à Barcelone et je me suis attachée à 
essayer de comprendre ".Net", et en particulier l'infrastructure ".Net". C'est cette compréhension2 
que je voudrais communiquer au travers de ce document. Je voudrais aussi insister sur le fait que 
toute cette architecture est encore en évolution et susceptible de modifications. 
1. L'INFRASTRUCTURE .NET 
1.1. Les objectifs 
En proposant ".Net" Microsoft désire bien 
évidemment répondre à Sun et offrir une 
alternative crédible à l'architecture J2EE. Mais, 
et peut-être plus encore, Microsoft souhaite 
pallier un certain nombre de faiblesses qui ont 
jusqu'à présent déforcé sa plate-forme. 
Microsoft veut pouvoir garantir: 
• Un environnement de développement tel 
que, quel que soit le langage de son choix, 
le développeur bénéficie d'un accès facile et 
standardisé aux fonctions et ressources du 
système, d'un véritable environnement 
orienté objet3, de la garantie 
1 A vrai dire, la plupart des produits offerts par Microsoft 
aujourd'hui, à l'exception remarquable de la suite Office, 
reçoivent un "label" .Net, en général très peu mérité ... 
Les vrais services .Net ne sont encore que des annonces 
ou des pré-versions très immatures 
2 incomplète et imparfaite 
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d'interopérabilité avec des composants 
développés dans d'autres langages4 et de 
facilités de "debugging cross-language" 
• Un environnement d'exécution stable et 
fiable 
• Un environnement de déploiement qui 
permette de gérer de façon souple et 
efficace l'évolution des applications et de 
leurs composants. 
Je tenterai, au fil du rapport, de monter 
comment ".Net" répond à ces objectifs. 
1.2. Les trois pièces de base. 
L'infrastructure ".Net" repose sur trois piliers: le 
"Common Type System", la librairie de classes 
("Ciass Library") et le "Common Language 
Runtime", le CLR en abrégé. 
3 qui permet donc l'héritage (implementation inheritance) 
4 compatibles .Net évidemment 
. Le "Common Type System" sp6cifie quels
types de donn6es peuvent 6tre manipul6es
et quelle est leur repr6sentation interne'
Outre les types simples de base (entiers,
r6els, chaTnes de caractdres .. ) et les
structures classiques (vecteurs, listes,
piles...) le "Common Type System" d6finit
comment doivent 6tre repr6sent6s et
construits les classes, les interfaces, les
"value types", des objets particuliers d6finis
par le d6veloppeur et conqus pour 6tre
pass6s "par valeur" vers d'autres objets, et
les "delegates", des sortes de "handles"
vers l'adresse d'une fonction.
. La librairie de classes est une bibliothdque
d'objets, organis6e de manidre
hi6rarchique. Ces objets offrent toutes les
fonctions n6cessaires d I'exploitation des
ressources et des services du systdme
d'exploitation. lls garantissent un accds
prot6ge d ces ressources au travers d'une
interface bien d6finie et unique quel que soitle langage choisi Pour r6aliser un
d6veloppement particulier. De plus, et c'est
essentiel, la librairie de classe met en place
une couche d'abstraction au-dessus de I'OS
de telle sorte qu'd I'avenir celui-ci pourrait
6voluer, dans son imPl6mentation
notamment, sans que les applications
consommatrices de ses services en soient
affect6es.
o Le "Common Language Runtime" est
I'environnement contrOl6 dans lequel
s'ex6cute le code compil6. lL est vraiment la
pidce maitresse de I'infrastructure ".Net" et
m6rite une section d lui seul ...
1.3. Comment ga marche ...
Avant tout il faut disposer, pour le langage de
d6veloppement choisi, d'un compilateur congu
pour ".Net". Ce compilateur pr6sente un certain
nombre de particularit6s:
o ll expose les services du CLR et le contenu
de la librairie de classes ".Net" de manidre d
les rendre utilisables dans le code
ll traduit automatiquement les "types"
sp6cifiques au langage en leurs 6quivalents
dans le "Common TYPe SYstem".
ll ne g6ndre pas de code binaire mais un
code interm6diaire, le MSIL (Microsoft
lntermediate Language). Le MSIL est
ind6pendant du CPU. Le r6sultat de la
compilation d'un fichier source est un
fichier, le PE ce qui signifie, selon les
sources, "Physical Executable" ou "Portable
Executable"S. Le fait que le r6sultat de la
compilation n'est plus du code binaire, mais
du MSIL a une cons6quence extrEmement
importante et trds int6ressante: il est
d6sormais possible d'h6riter d'un objet, au
sens le plus strict, en passant au travers de
la barridre des langages. Ainsi un objet
d6velopp6 en VB .Net peut h6riter - et onparle ici d'h6ritage, simPle,
d'impl6mentation, pas seulement d'interface
- 
d'un objet parent d6velopp6 en C#!
o En plus du MSIL, le compilateur g6ndre des
m6ta-donn6es, dans un format pred6fini.
Ces m6ta-donn6es sont stock6es avec le
code MSIL. Ces m6ta-donn6es d6crivent
notamment I'identit6 du module, le num6rode version, la "culture" c'est-d-dire
I'information de "localisation" (langue,
formatage des nombres et dates ...), la
"signature" qui "certifie" le module en
question, les liens et r6f6rences vers
d'autres modules, les informations li6es d la
s6curit6 et enfin une description compldte
de tous les types, objets et interfaces que le
module "expose".
Un module isol6 ne peut pas 6tre d6ploy6 tel
quel. L'unit6 de base de d6ploiement est
l"'assembly". Microsoft d6finit le concept
d"'assembly" comme suit: U collectbn of
functionality burlt, versioned, and dep/oyed as a
single implementatbn unit (one or multrple
fi'/es).... ln the runtime, the assembly
establishes the name scope for resolung
requests and the uisibility boundaries are
enforced." Une "assembly" sera g6n6ralement
compos6e de plusieurs flchiers dont un le
"manifest" a un r6le particulier et essentiel. Le
"manifest" contient, dans un format XML, toutes
les m6ta-donn6es indispensables au
d6ploiement: composition de l"'assembly",
version, et 6ventuellement signature, des
6l6ments (modules) composants, informations
sur la "visibilit6" des objets et services etc. La
"grammaire" du "manifest" est publi6e au
moyen d'un sch6ma XSD dont une version,
5 cette dernidre appellation est plus conforme i la waie
nature de ce fichier...
provisoire, est disponible sur
http ://m sd n. m i crosoft . co m/l i b ra rvldefa u lt. asp ?u r
l=/library/en-
us/sbscs/hh/sbscs/sidebvsideref 9p5t.asp.
Dans le cas le plus simple et le plus courant
tous les fichiers composant une "assembly"
sont stock6s dans une m6me directory et sont,
en somme, "priv6s" d cette "assembly". Plus
aucune information n'est enregistr6e dans la
registry. Ce m6canisme permet d'assurer la
coh6rence de chaque "assembly" et la
coexistence pacifique, sur une m6me machine,
de multiples versions du "m6me" module. ll est
possible de rendre une "assembly" disponible
pour une utilisation partag6e. Pour cela elle doit
6tre install6e6 dans un espace particulier, la
GAC (Global Assembly Cache), et doit
n6cessairement 6tre sign6e par un certificat.
Au moment de I'ex6cution, le MSIL est traduit
en code binaire par un JIT (Just ln Time
Compiler). Pour 6viter les probldmes de
performance le code d'une "assembly" n'est
pas compil6 dans son entidret6 au lancement
de I'ex6cution: seuls les 6l6ments n6cessaires
sont trait6s. Les autres 6l6ments sont compil6s
au fur et d mesure des besoins.
L'ex6cution proprement dite se d6roule dans le
contexte et sous le contr6le du CLR. D'ailleurs,
Microsoft parle de "managed code" lorsqu'il est
question de code compatible ".Net" et de
"unmanaged code" autrement.
1.4. Le CLR
. Le Common Language Runtime est donc
I'environnement contrOl6 dans lequel
s'ex6cute le code compatible ".Net". Le CLR
offre aux applications qu'il contr6le un
ensemble de services essentiels.
. Le CLR est capable d'exploiter les
m6ta-donn6es pr6sentes dans les PE et
dans les "manifests" pour retrouver et
construire les objets demand6s par les
applications. ll est capable 6galement de
v6rifier que ces objets sont disponibles pour
I'application qui les utilise dans la version
ad6quate et de faire coexister
harmonieusement en m6moire plusieurs
6 Il s'agit bien d'une forme d'installation, diffdrente de la
notion classique d'installation avec enregistrement des
composants mais tout de m6me rdalisde au moyen d'un
utilitaire ad hoc. Je ne connais pas les ddtails.
instances d'un m6me objet, dans des
versions diff6rentes ou non. Si I'objet requis
par une application est un objet "remote"7,
pour autant bien sOr qu'il s'agisse d'un objet
"managed", le CLR est capable, d partir des
m6ta-donn6es, de construire
dynamiquement un "proxy" pour cet objet et
ceci est extr6mement int6ressant.
Le CLR "encapsule" chaque application
dans un contexte d'ex6cution propre appel6
"Application Domain" ou "AppDomain".
L'AppDomain constitue une sorte de
caisson d'isolation dans lequel I'application
s'ex6cute de manidre prot6g6e: le CLR se
charge de contrOler l'accds aux ressources
du systdme et leur bonne utilisation, le
respect des rdgles de s6curit6 etc. Le CLR
assure aussi le r6le de gendarme: aucune
application n'est autoris6e d empi6ter sur le
domaine d'une autre. Cette approche a
deux grands avantages: elle permet un
fonctionnement plus sOr des applications
(plus d"'access violation" ... vraiment?) et
surtout elle libdre le d6veloppeur du souci
de g6rer des notions de bas niveau
habituellement li6es au contexte tels les
threads et les process. Ce que I'application
"voit", les frontidres qu'elle touche, ces sont
les limites de son AppDomain.
Le CLR offre un service de "Garbage
Collection"
Le CLR propose un moddle de traitement
des exceptions harmonis6 au travers de
tous les langages et les outils pour le mettre
en place. ll offre aussi des facilit6s de
"debugging cross-language".
o Evidemment le monde d'avant ".Net" existe
toujours... En particulier le systdme
d'exploitation, NT, Windows 2000 ou
Whistler, peu importe, expose ses services
sous forme d'objets COM+. Et ceci est vrai
aussi en ce qui concerne les services
essentiels habituellement assur6s par un
"Application Server"S tels "naming",
"transaction", "event handling" etc. Et puis, ily a le code existant qui ne sera pas
7 C'est-d-dire un objet qui "vit" dans le contexte d'une
application "serveur" differente.
8 Services que Microsoft, fiddle d soi-m6me, a, bien
entendu, inclus dans I'OS.
"converti" imm6diatement mais qu'il faut
continuer d exploiter. ll se charge d'assurer
I'interop6rabilit6 entre le code "managed" et
le code "unmanaged". ll est possible
d'exploiter du code "unmanaged" i partir
d'une application ".Net", comme il est
possible d'utiliser un objet ".Net" d partir de
code "unmanaged".
. Enfin le CLR impl6mente le moddle CAS,
Code Access Security. Ce m6canisme
repose sur I'attribution de permissions, non
pas d un utilisateur ou d un groupe, mais d
un composant software. C'est le code
lui-m6me qui est "autoris6" d exploiter telle
ou telle ressource, et non I'utilisateur qui
I'ex6cute. ll s'agit d'un changement de
philosophie radical par rapport au moddle
de s6curit6 de Windows qui se base
entidrement sur les notions d'utilisateur et
d'ACL9. Et ce changement prend tout son
sens dans un contexte oU le moddle
intraneUinternet devient pr6pond6rant et ou,
bien souvent, I'utilisateur est anonyme ou
inconnu du "domaine interne".
I .S.D6mystification . ..
Vous I'avez s0rement lu au moins une fois ".Net
is the end of DLL hell" Eh bien, voici venu le
moment de r6v6ler I'horrible v6rit610 ... le CLR
est une DLL! Tout cet 6difice merveilleux et
plein de promesses que je vous ai d6crit repose
sur deux DLL qui cr6ent pour vous cette
illusion, ce monde id6al qu'est I'univers ".Net".
Vous ne voulez pas le croire? Pourtant, Don
Box nous I'a prouv6 lors de "TechEd 2001" a
Barlelone: il a g6n6r6, sous nos yeux, une
instance de I'infrastructure ".Net", CLR, CTS et
librairie de classes et tout, dans...Word 97 et I'a
exploit6 dans une "macro". Adieu paillettes...
Plus s6rieusement, avec ".Net", Microsoft a
cr66 pour les applications un environnement de
d6veloppement et d'ex6cution virtuel, virtuel
non pas dans le sens oit il n'existe pas, mais
virtuel dans le sens oit il s'agit d'une couche
d'abstraction potentiellement ind6pendante du
hardware et de l'OS sous-jacents. Et
r6cemment il y a eu des annonces promettant
e Le moddle de securit6 classique ne disparait pas bien
s0r: les deux moddles coexistent.
10 Vous I'avez sfirement lu au moins une fois ".Net is the
end of DLL hell" ...
une imp16mentation de I'infrastructure ".Net"
pour Linuxl 1.
Je ne r6siste pas i vous rapporter l'analogie
utilis6e par Don Box lors de son expos6, parce
que je la trouve extr6mement 6vocatrice.
L'environnement Windows c'est Matrix. Vous
choisissez la petite pilule bleue et vous 6voluez
dans le monde ".Net" ori la vie est belle et
facile. Vous choisissez la petite pilule rouge et
vous vous retrouvez dans le monde r6el, le
"user mode", oii il y a des DLL en pagaille, la
registry, les objets COM, les "access
violations"... Et puis il y a encore un monde
plus sombre, un monde proche de l'enfer de
Dante, un monde que presque tous ont oubli6,
un monde sans couleur le monde de
l"'assembler", des "interrupts" et des accds
physiques. Et, qui sait, peut-Otre que d'ici
quelque temps la plupart d'entre nous aura
oubli6 aussi le monde "rouge" et vivra heureux
dans le monde "bleu". Aprds tout c'est la
perception qui compte.
2. LES 'WEB SERVICES' ET LE ROLE DE
XML
Tout ce qui pr6cdde est bien int6ressant mais
n'est disponible, pour le moment du moins, que
dans un environnement "tout Microsoft". Pour
communiquer avec le reste du monde, il y a les
"Web SerutCes".
2.1.Ce que c'est...
Pour 6clairer le concept, voici la d6finition que
Microsoft en propose:
" A Web Service is o progrommoble entity
thot provides o porticulor element of
functionolity, such os opplicotion logic, ond is
occessible to ony number of potentiolly
disporote systems through the use of
Internet stondords, such os XML ond HTTP."
Donc un "Web Service" est un composant
software qui publie et fournit des services et
s'appuie pour cela sur les (futurs) standards de
I'lnternet et dans le cas pr6sent plus
particulidrement sur trois d'entre eux: SOAP,
WSDL et UDDI.
11 Il s'agit d'wr projet OSS, nomm6 Mono, et lancd sur
I'initiative de la firme Ximian.
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. SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol)
d6finit le protocole de communication. Un
message SOAP est simplement un
document XML, conforme d la sp6cification
SOAP. Cette sp6cification d6crit, et impose,
la structure du message, la nature du
contenu de chacune des parties, les
conventions d'encodage d respecter pour
repr6senter ce contenu de fagon non
ambigu6, la nature obligatoire ou non de
certaines informations, etc. SOAP fait I'objet
d'une standardisation par le W3C et en est
a la version 1.2
(http:iiwww.w3.orq/TR/200 1 A/VD-soap 1 2-
20010709). ll existe de nombreuses
impl6mentations de SOAP, y compris dans
le monde Java et Open Source, notamment
pour Apache.
o WSDL (Web Services Description
Language) permet la description des
services offerts: quels services sont
disponibles, sous quel nom, oil, quels
paramdtres ils consomment, quels r6sultats
ils renvoient,.... WSDL est un dialecte XML.
WSDL est actuellement d l'6tude au W3C
("submission"): http://www.w3.oro/TR/wsdl.
WSDL devrait devenir un standard i brdve
6ch6ance (6mois?).
. UDDI (Universal Description, Discovery,
and lntegration) est un projet, n6 du mondedu commerce et de I'industrie,
(http://www.uddi.org) dont l'objectif est de
mettre sur pied un service de type
"directory" pour la publication de "services",de toutes natures, mais li6s plus
particulidrement i l'e-commerce, et, entre
autres, les "Web Services" qui nous
occupent. UDDI se base sur les standards
existants: XML, SOAP et WSDL. UDDI est
encore trds loin de la maturit6.
2.2.Les b6n6fices...
La recommandation qui nous a 6t6 maintes fois
r6p6t6e a TechEd est: dds que vous
communiquez de serveur d serveur, que ces
serveurs soient tous deux des serveurs
Windows ou non, utilisez les "Web Services".
Microsoft fournit des outils qui permettent de
publier ais6ment les composants d6velopp6s
pour ".Net" sous la forme de "Web Services".
"Whistler" vient avec la possibilit6 de publier les
services COM+ int6gr6s a I'OS sous forme de
"Web Services". Le "SOAP toolkit" offre des
outils pour d6velopper des "Web Services" d
partir des environnements traditionnels, comme
Visual Basic 6 par exemple. Pourquoi? Les
deux mots clefs sont interopdrabilitd et
inddpendance. Peu importe l'environnement et
le langage de d6veloppement, peu importe la
plate-forme de d6ploiement, peu importe les
protocoles utilis6s pour le transport, si tous
deux respectent les standards de base des
"Web Services", n'importe quel composant
software pourra consommer les services offertspar n'importe quel autre composant
software...on r6vel
2.3. ... et les difficult6s
H6las! On n'en est pas encore la
aujourd'hui...mais peut-Otre demain si les
obstacles que je vais 6voquer peuvent 6tre
surmont6s.
. L'immaturit6 des standards entraine des
diff6rences dans les impl6mentations, qui dleur tour causent des
dysfonctionnementsl2. Si tout 6volue
normalement cet obstacle disparaitra de
lui-m6me avec le temps.
o Le manque de performance. Cet
inconv6nient souvent 6voqu6 est en fait
rarement un probldme: la puissance des
machines actuelles et les capacit6s du
r6seau autorisent des performances tout d
fait acceptables dans presque tous les cas.
Sauf si on a affaire d des applications
distribu6es construites en depit du bon
sens, mais ga c'est une autre histoire.
o La tentation "embrace and extend". Pour
b6n6ficier de l'interop6rabilit6 et de
I'ind6pendance promise par I'adoption de
standards, les acteurs, tous les acteursl3,
doivent s'interdire d'6tendre les standards
en question de manidre propri6taire non
divulgu6e. Si une extension parait
avantageuse ou indispensable pour
satisfaire un besoin sp6cifique elle peut
naturellement 6tre mise en place,
12 L'impldmentation de SOAPAMSDL que Microsoft
propose avec .Net est diff6rente de celle qu'on trouve
dans le SOAP toolkit par exemple, et parfois cela
pose des probldmes alors m6me qu'on se trouve dans
un contexte "tout Microsoft" ...
13 Ca va 6tre dur pour certains ...
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publiquement, et propos6e pour adoption.
Sans quoi le standard n'est plus standard et
tout le b6n6fice en est perdu.
La s6curit6. C'est actuellement la pierre
d'achoppement. Dans le monde Windows la
s6curit6 est, jusqu'd pr6sent en tous cas,
bas6e sur des m6canismes propri6taires.
En raccourci, pour 6tre autoris6 d utiliser les
ressources g6r6es par un systdme
Windows, un utilisateur doit presque
toujours 6tre authentifi6 dans un domaine
NT ou Windows. MOme I'adoption de
Kerberos ne fournit pas d'alternative. En
effet I'impl6mentation de Microsoft contient
une extensionl4 non publi6e15 et cette
extension sert de v6hicule aux ACL (Access
Control Lists) propri6taires. Un systdme
autre que Windows est incapable de
produire cette extension au format correct.
Et d quoi sert-il de savoir qu'un service
existe et comment I'utiliser si en fin de
compte on ne peut en obtenir I'accds ...
l4 Tiens ... justement.
15 Meme si Microsoft a montrd des signes d'ouverture
recemment, mais toujours sous condition et contre
paiement ...
3. EN CONCLUSION
Je voudrais dire deux choses.
A la lecture de ce qui pr6cdde, ceux qui
connaissent I'architecture J2EE auront 6prouv6
un certain sentiment de "D6ja VU",
in6vitablement. Eh bien, pour citer Don Box,
encore, " lmitation is the sncerest form of
flattery.". Mais les similitudes ne doivent pas
masquer le fait que les techniques mises en
euvre et plus encore les objectifs poursuivispar Microsoft (voir 1.1) et Sun sont
fondamentalement diff6rents. Sun veut une
plate-forme de d6veloppement, ouverte, bas6e
sur un langage Java, qui puisse tourner sur
n'importe quel hardware, sous n'importe quelOS. Sun pr6ne I'interop6rabilit6 et
l'ind6pendance par la portabilite du code,
m6me si bien s0r, la firme embrasse aussi les
standards lnternet, XML, SOAP et WSDL.
Les 6l6ments les plus int6ressants de cette
architecture sont, a mon avis, l'utilisation
pouss6e des m6ta-donn6es, pour le remoting
en particulier, la notion de Code Access
security et surtout les "Web Services". lls
repr6sentent un r6el espoir pour tous ceux qui





16 vous avez lu le paragraphe 3.3 ?
Technical aspects of telework
at the Gommission
ln July 1997, in adopting a set of policy recommendations on the labour market and the social
dimension of the lnformation Society, the Commission undertook to conduct a study of teleworking
in the Commission and to promote teleworking in Europe. One of the aims of the Reform of the
Commission is that DG Admin should prepare a general framework for teleworking within the
Commission and that the Commission would establish good practice which can act as an exemplar
for public administrations that wish to promote teleworking. A pilot teleworking project was
established in DGs EMPL and INFSO in January 1998, involving the participation of approximately
120 staff. One of the major challenges of the pilot projects was to provide effective technological
platforms for the support of telework. Since the start of these projects, substantial progress has
been made in setting-up remote access services supporting various profiles of users. This article
aims at describing the current technical framework for teleworking at the Commission. lt formulates
some recommendations concerning the equipment that should be provided to teleworkers and
addresses issues around their support and training. lt also tries to give an outlook to future
enhancements of the Commission's remote access infrastructure.
1. Types of teleworkers
Before entering into technical considerations, it
is useful to specify the different types of
teleworkers at the Commission and to identify
their needs:
The teleworker divides its normal working time
between the office and its residence where
he/she uses the computer equipment (PCs or
portable PC) and the telecommunication
infrastructure (PSTN or ISDN line) placed at its
disposal by the Commission. The participants of
the pilot projects of telework (approximately 120
persons) as well as the interpreters of the joint
lnterpreting and Conference Service enter this
profile (460 persons). These users need a
powerful lT equipment offering them a similar
working comfort and similar service they are
used to having within the office. ln addition to E-
mail and lnterneUintranet access, they also
need to access documents on shared drives
and network applications of their DG. They
need as well to receive at home the telephone
calls made to their Commission phone number.
The simultaneous need for telephone (voice)
calls and the need to connect their PC to the
Commission's lntranet asks for two virtual
connections between the home and the
Commission.
The mobile worker accesses lT resources of
the Commission while being on mission. Mobile
workers use a portable PC of the Commission
connected via a telephone line available on the
spot (hotel, conference room, etc.). This profile
includes persons often carrying out missions of
several days, They need access to E-mail, to
the lnternet/intranet and also to documents on
shared drives of their Directorate-General.
The day extender accesses lT resources of the
Commission from home outside normal working
hours. Day extenders use either Commission or
their private equipment. ln general, they wish to
consult their mail and get information from the




The Commission has currently a number of
approximately 2 200 portable PCs running the
current reference configuration based on
Windows NT. Among these portables, around
200 are equipped with a docking station
(equipment making it possible to connect a
portable PC to the network of the Commission
as well as to peripherals - screen, keyboard,
mouse).
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Teleworkers and mobile workers receive from
the lT team of their DG preconfigured portable
PCs, which are ready to be used. According to
their specific needs, complementary equipment
(mice, screens, and printers) is placed at their
disposal to improve work comfort. Teleworkers
are usually equipped with a personal portable
PC. For the mobile workers, many DG manage
pools of portables, which are available on
request.
The lnformatics Directorate provides the local
computer teams with the tools necessary to
configure the portable PCs (operating system,
security, additional software and corporate
applications).
2.2. Gonnections
Teleworkers may access to the lT infrastructure
of the Commission through.
o Direct telephone connections
o lnternet.
2.2.1 .Direct telephone con nections
Free telephone numbers of the Commission's
access servers are available for the Benelux
countries, France and Germany. These
numbers are intended for the users working
from home (teleworkers, day extenders) and
allow access via a traditional telephone line or
digital ISDN at no cost for the user.
Telephone numbers of British Telecom's
(BT) points of presence are available for the
large majority of the countries of the world.
These numbers make it possible to reach the
Commission through the global telephone
network of BT and are free of charge or paying
according to the zonal tariff of the country in
question. This infrastructure is mainly provided
to officials on mission (mobile workers). ISDN
networks are found in the industrialised
countries, but in the majority of the cases a
traditional telephone line will be available.
2.2.2. Access via lnternet
Any PC equipped with access to lnternet
(home PCs, public PCs) and with a navigator
software supporting strong encryption (128 bits)
can establish such a type of connection.
Through lnternet, users may only consult
EuropaPlus as well as their electronic mail (by
the interface Outlook Web Access).
2.3. Access services
ln its current configuration, the infrastructure of
secure access to the Commission supports two
profiles of use:
The full access service gives the user access
to the network resources of his Directorate-
General (E-mail, lntraneUlnternet and files on
network drives). This service is provided to
teleworkers and mobile workers and allows
them to have a working environment, which is
rather similar to the environment they are used
to have in the office. For security reasons, it
requires double authentication. The full access
service is only available through telephone
connection. lts performances strongly depend
on the quality of the connection used: a digital
ISDN line gives better results than a traditional
telephone line. Connections pass via one of 5
remote access servers (3 BXL, 2 LUX) who are
dimensioned to support 250 users each one
(1250 user in total).
Through the web access service users have
access to the Commission mail (using Outlook
Web Access) and to EuropaPlus. This service
is available via telephone connections and via
lnternet and is primarily focussed on the needs
of the day extenders. ln order to have secure
access, the user must authenticate himself by
his username/password and use a navigator
that supports strong encryption (128 bits). The
best performances can be obtained through
ISDN or different connections for high-speed
access to lnternet (ADSL, access via
teledistributors). As Outlook Web Access
provides fewer functions than the standard
Outlook interface, the web access service offers
less comfort of use than the full access service.
3. Support
The users' support is ensured during office
hours (in general from th00 to 18.00) by the
local lT team of the DG. The user can obtain
aid by calling the local helpdesk.
Outside office hours, users may call the central
helpdesk, which is a call-dispatch available
24hlday. The call is recorded and then
transmitted to the concerned service, which will
intervene within the framework of its operating
mode and its contractual obligations. Currently,
only some services (i.e. E-mail) offer 24h
coverage. The possible provision of a central
support outside normal working hours
addressing the specific needs of teleworkers is
currently under evaluation.
As teleworkers are in general equipped with
portable computers, interventions on the
hardware and the machine's configuration are
performed within the Commission premises.
Users have therefore to bring in their
equipment. As a general rule, no on-site
support is provided in the residence of the user.
It must also be stressed that the support of
teleworkers needs specific skills that have to be
acquired by the support personnel of the DG.
These skills concern mainly the configuration of
the PC for remote use and the troubleshooting
of remote connections.
4. Training
Teleworkers are usually trained by a member of
the local lT staff. Training is often provided
through individual coaching sessions. On top of
that, users have access to the on-line training
tools, in particular the so-called "Web-sheets"
that give concise answers to "how to?"
questions and that are available on EuropaPlus.
A further extension of telework should be
accompanied by a more intensive usage of
teletraining (i.e. web-based training tools,
available on the lntranet of the Commission).
The user should have remote access to training
modules and other information and thus be able
to do basic troubleshooting gaining this way a
certain independence of the Commission's
support services.
5. Equipment
The following recommendations are given
concerning the equipment that should be
provided to the different types of teleworkers:
Basic equipment for teleworkers should
include a powerful and ergonomic portable PC
(equipped with CD-ROM, floppy drive and the
necessary connection interfaces), a printer and
two additional telephone lines allowing
simultaneous voice and data connection
(currently an ISDN line). The user should be
provided with full access service (security
token) to the Commission lT and with a virtual
fax allowing the reception of faxes within the
users' mailbox. Teleworkers also need
redirection facility from the office telephone to
the telephone at home. As far as security is
concerned, additional tools (hard-disk
encryption, boot protection) are needed on the
portable PC according to the level of sensitivity
of the data. Optionally, teleworkers may be
furnished with multifunctional equipment
bundling printer, fax and scanner and with
additional docking interfaces, which facilitate
the connection to peripheral devices (screen,
keyboard, printer, network etc.) Accessories like
an additional mouse or keyboard might also
improve user comfort. Teleworkers access the
Commission lT environment at no fee using the
toll-free numbers of the Commission's access
servers.
Mobile workens should have at their disposal a
portable PC corresponding to their needs
(lightweight or all-purpose). They may use 
-
according to their needs 
- 
the web access or
the full access service to the Commission's IT,
Adequate security tools (hard-disk encryption,
boot protection) should be installed. Mobile
printers and other accessories can be provided
if appropriate. Via the global telephone network
of BT, mobile users gain access to the




Day extenders should either be equipped like
mobile workers or use their private or a public
computer. These users should privilege the web
access service, as this requires no or very little
adaptation of the configuration of the machine.
Day extenders have the choice between using
the toll-free numbers of the Commission's
access servers or access via lnternet.
6. PC Configuration
The portable PCs used by teleworkers and
mobile workers are configured, administered
and supported by the lT team of their
Directorate-General. lt is recommended not to
give users administrative rights on the machine
in order to prevent them from changing its
configuration and from installing additional
software. Experience shows that support costs
may be reduced considerably, if only qualified
personnel performs upgrades or routine
administrative tasks on these machines.
Day extenders may in most cases use their
private computer as the Commission's web
access service is based on standard tools that
are available on most of the home computer
platforms. A connection to the Commission is to
be set up the same way as the access to an
lnternet service provider. The set-up procedure
needs only very limited technical skills.
7. Technicalevolution
The technical environment, which is needed to
support telework has strongly evolved during
the last years. This evolution will continue and
will allow putting at the disposal of teleworkers
a more powerful and ergonomic working
environment. New broadband connections
(ADSL) will give teleworkers a working comfort,
that is not far from the usability of the lT
infrastructure within the office. These
telecommunication technologies bring "always-
on" connections and allow the reduction of
costs through flat rates and the usage of
existing telephone lines. Security issues that
come along with these technologies have to be
analysed with great care. The availability of new
protocols (lPSec) should bring benefits in the
security area and allow a more extensive usage
of the lnternet for connections to the
Commission.
The access to the Commission via mobile
telephony still suffers from the low bandwidth
that is available on classical GSM networks.
New standards like GPRS are currently being
introduced. They will offer increased bandwidth
and will make mobile connections sufficiently
powerful to give a reasonable comfort of use.
These new technologies mainly address the
needs of mobile workers as they make them
less dependent on classical telephone lines or
lnternet connections. Despite the
disillusionment concerning the rapid availability
of these technologies at reasonable quality and
price, they are very promising in a medium term
perspective.
On the equipment sector, an inter-institutional
call for tenders is in preparation that will allow
the acquisition of a new type of ultra-light
portable PC representing half of the weight of a
classical portable. These machines are
requested by mobile workers, who privilege a





This article presents selected abstracts of a larger document published recently on Softline. The
purpose of that document is to detail the different possibilities offered to a user to connect his
mailbox from outside of the Commission offices (on mission or at home) and to explain the way to
configure the different software elements needed. lt also gives some general hints and advises to
be able to maximise the quality and efficiency of the mailbox access. We chose to publish here
mainly the information oriented to advanced end-users.
1. Technical context
Globally, you can reach your mailbox from the
outside of the Commission using two different
services:
. Web access service
. Full access service
1.1. Web access service
For this service, you need a browser supporting
the 128bits encryption upon a Point to Point
Protocol (PPP) Dial-Up Networking (DUN)
connection or a fixed line connection with an
lnternet Service Provider (lSP).
The web access service is very easy to
implement on the different platforms available
on the market because it requires nearly no
operation to be done on the PC. You just need
a browser supporting 128bits encryption. You
can establish your connection via an lSP, via
toll-free telephone numbers available in
Belgium, Luxembourg, France, Holland and
Germany or via British Telecom Point of
Presence (BT Pop).
This solution concerns mainly the "day
extende/' users working from home with their
own PC. This category of users will access their
mailboxes with Outlook Web Access (OWA).
This solution is well suited to encounter the
needs of occasionally connected users.
1.2. Full access service
Using Outlook2000 full client upon a Point to
Point Tunnelling Protocol connection (PPTP)
established on a PPP/DUN connection.
This "heavie/' solution requires extra software
and configuration to be installed on the PC.
This solution is based on the Reference
Configuration workstation edition (RC 4.1) on
which an add-on kit is applied (Remote Access
Kit - RAK 1.1) and should be resfricted on PC
belonging fo fhe Commission only.
Users concerned are teleworkers or mobile
workers and the access to mailboxes is made
with Outlook2000 full client. This solution
requires a technical choice to be made between
permanent access and synchronisation
mechanisms to access mailboxes. lf a
permanent access is more appealing and easy
for the users, synchronisation is in some case
the only effective solution to work remotely.
Let's assume that globally permanent access
applies more to teleworkers (workstation or
laptop with ISDN line) and synchronised access




A Point to Point Protocol (PPP) connection is
the base of your communication, it can be
established upon PSTN or ISDN lines and even
using a mobile telephone (assuming slower
communication performances of course!). Upon
this type of connection, you can already access
you mailbox with OWA using a 128bits
compatible browser.
Dial-Up Network (DUN) connection can be
established via three different types of
telephone numbers:
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o Telephone connection to one of the
Commission Access Servers (AS).
Available for the Benelux countries, France
and Germany these toll-free numbers offers
the faster access with a low financial impact
for the Commission.
o Telephone connection to a British Telecom
poinf of presence (Bf POP). When
Commission AS are not available, BT POP
can be reached nearly world-wide
(sometimes also via toll-free numbers).
o Telephone connection to an Internet
Service provider (ISP). ln this case, you
use the number of an ISP to obtain your
connection (fixed line connection over ADSL
or CATV is also valid).
To obtain more information on how to install
and configure a PPP/DUN connection under the
Reference Configuration of the Dl, please refer
to the documentation of the Remote Access Kit
(RAK) available on Softline.
2.2. PPTP NPN connection
A Virtual Private Network (VPN) can be
established upon the PPP/DUN connection
described in the previous paragraph. The
purpose of a VPN session is to give the user a
full access service to the network resources of
his DG (E-mail, lntraneUlnternet, files and
network applications). This service is provided
to teleworkers or mobile workers and allows
them to have a working environment, which is
rather similar to the environment they are used
to have in the office. With this type of
connection, the user is able to reach his
mailbox using the full Oultook2000 client.
For security reasons, the VPN cannot be
established upon a connection via an lnternet
Service Provider (direct telephone connection
only via AS or BT) and requires double
authentication. The first one is done using a
token (DigiPass calculator) and the second is
based on the DG NT domain.
Complete information on how to install and
configure a VPN connection under the
Reference Configuration of Dl is available on
Softline in the documentation of the Remote
Access Kit (RAK).
3. Outlook Web Access (OWA)
Outlook Web Access (OWA) is a web-based
interface that allows a user to access his
mailbox by using a browser (lnternet Explorer
or Netscape Navigator). This mailbox access
method can be initiated from both outside or
inside Commission offices. As Outlook Web
Access provides fewer functions than the
Outlook2000 interface, the web access service
offers less possibilities of use than the full
access service but is particularly suited for the
use of the day extenders (light use for mailbox
or calendar).
3.1. To access a mailbox when you are
outside of Commission's offices
First, you establish a Dial-up Network
connection (DUN). Then you call the URL
hftp://maiLcec.eu.int from your browser and
follow the instructions provided on the screen to
authenticate yourself and gain access to your
mailbox (OWA user documentation is available
in the WebSheets).
Whatever connection type you use your
Internet browser comnunicafions need to be
protected by 128-bit strong SSL encryption.
This should not be the case, you will have to
install a newer version of your browser or
simply upgrade it.
3.2.To access a mailbox when you are within
Commission's offices
With a browser, call the URL
hltp://maiLcc.cec/exchange. This type of
access does not require strong 128-bit SSL
encryption capabilities of the browser. Note that
the URL to access OWA from outside also
works inside of the Commission's offices but is
slower than the internal link due to the use of
secure HTTP...
OWA is a very flexible solution to access user's
mailboxes because it can be used from any
workstation (private PC at home, public PC in
cyber-caf6...) whatever is the connection type(lnternet provider, AS connection, BT
connection or LAN-based Commission
connection). But OWA design makes it rather
difficult to use over low-bandwidth connections
like the ones you can establish with a cellular
phone.
4. Outlook2000 full client
Outlook2000 should be installed by using the Dl
script available on Softline. According to the
type of communication access at your disposal,
we can distinguish two different profiles:
. Permanent access profile
. Synchronisationprofile
4.1. Permanent access profile
lf the user has a LAN type connection or a
telephone line that offers acceptable speed at
reasonable cost, he can work with a permanent
connection. This is the profile that will most
probably be the easier for a user to work with.
lndeed, this is the way he is accustomed to
work within his office.
This profile is also the easier to configure
because it already exists after Outlook2000
installation via the Dl script.
Permanent access profile will mainly be used
by teleworkers from their home when an ISDN
line is at their disposal.
4.2. Synchronisation profile
Outlook2000 offers synchronisation
mechanisms that allow users to work off-line,
connecting to the network only occasionally
when needed. Main benefits over permanent
access are a better control of communication
costs, better flexibility for the user's work and a
reduction of network traffic. This profile may
also be used on low-bandwidth connections like
portable telephones.
Unfortunately Windows NT environment does
not allow to synchronise the two connections
needed to establish a VPN session (PPP and
PPTP). So, Outlook2000 internal mechanisms
cannot be used to initiate the communication on
demand and the user will be forced to manage
the operation himself with the risk to forget to
close its session... By using Windows2000 on
portable PCs (quick win in the framework of the
ETP project) this limitation may be bypassed.
To use these mechanisms it is advisable to
implement a dedicated profile distinct from the
one used to work directly inside the offices of
the Commission. This creation procedure and
the parameters needed to work with a
synchronisation profile will be detailed in the
original document published on Softline.
4.2.1.Time consuming options
Outlook offers the user the option to work
connected rather than offline when starting a
session. Normally, a connected session should
only be initiated when working with good
connection speed (LAN or ISDN). Nevertheless,
in some circumstances with a good preparation
of the mailbox contents and a good knowledge
from the user of what he is doing, it is possible
to work directly connected over low-bandwidth
connections (PSTN or even GSM). Of course,
this means the acceptance of some slowness in
the way to work with Outlook...
Some Outlook options tend to be rather time-
consuming and might be disturbing for a user
accustomed to work with the full speed of a
LAN. Though not really specific to
synchronisation mechanisms, some of these
options may easily be modified or turned off to
avoid such type of disturbance... The problem
is that most of these settings cannot be linked
to a specific profile and will influence the all
product behaviour whatever profile is used.
For instance, it is not advisable to have options
like the Preulew Pane or the AutoPreview
turned on when you are working over a slow
connection. These options may be easily turned
off via the Viewmenu.
The same remark applies to the After moving or
de/etng an open item parameter in the
Message hand/ing field of the E-mail Options
window (Tools>Options. .. >E-mai/ Options. . .). lt
seems better to select the return to the /nbox
value rather than another one...
The AutoSave mechanism may also be
annoying when it activates itself while working
with large attachments. This feature can be
turned off by selecting Tools>Options...>E-mai/
Options...>Advanced E-mail Options...and
deselect the AutoSave unsent eve4t: field...
Ihe AutoArchive mechanism should never be
activated when you connect to your mailbox
from the office and on mission on different
computer (desktop and laptop for instance).
This feature should only be used on one of
these machines if you don't want to split
information between different locations.
AutoArchive may be turned off by selecting
Too/s>Optbns... >Other>AutoArchive... and by
deselecting the AutoArchive every field...
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To optimize the consultation of the Calendar,
Outlook uses a synchronised copy of the
appointments. This file is synchronised
whenever you activate your session. Over a
slow connection it may be interresting to turn
this feature off going
To ols > Op tlo n s > Pre fe re n ce s > Cale n da r
tn
Options... and deselecting the Always use local
ca/endarfield...
The possibility to empty the Deleted ltems
folder when exiting the session should not be
turned on when working online over low-
bandwidth connections. This feature can be
turned off by going in Tools>Options...>Other
and deselecting the Empty the Deleted ltems
folder upon exiting field...
The automatic inclusion of texts, vcards,
background features, fancy fonts and other
useless objects should be sfrictly avoided
when working remotely. The Assistant should
also be deactivated...
4.2.2. Organising a mailbox to wo* with
synchronisation
This section will give some hints about different
techniques to organise a mailbox to be
prepared to work remotely. lndeed, if a mailbox
is relatively "clean" and organised in a way
suited to the type of work a user is supposed to
do during a mission, he can, in some
circumstances, initiate a connected mode even
over a low-bandwidth connection to
synchronise some folders of his mailbox.
First, you have always to think in terms of low-
bandwidth connections. lf you are ready to work
over a GSM established connection, you will be
in heaven with an ISDN line! The way a mailbox
is organised reveals to be very important when
a user need to access the content of his inbox
while waiting a plane somewhere in an airport.
Personally, I try to keep my folders as empty as
possible, my lnbox especially. This is not very
complicated with standard rules and some
basic working habits. I don't pretend to give in
this section THE right way to work but this
could give some hints to the remote users to
find their own way to manage their mailbox. I
implement on my lnbox four different
mechanisms:
o I implement a standard rule that moves
automatically large messages to a Large
Messages subfolder (this rule can be
implemented using the specific
synchronisation settings of Outlook
Tools>Synchronize>Offlne Folder
Settings . . .>Download Options. . .)
o I implement an automatic rule that moves all
the mail I am just a Copy or a Bcc recipient
to a Copy subfolder of my lnbox because I
consider that these kind of messages are of
less importance than the ones I am a To
recipient
o I create a Read subfolder where, before
leaving on mission, I move manually the
messages I have already read but that I
need to keep in mind for the future
o I create an lmpoftanlsubfolder where a rule
implemented in the Out of Office Assrstant
will automatically redirect short messages
send with specific parameters. The
Autoreply text informs my correspondants
what they need to do to send me this type
of information. The lmportant subfolder will
of course be synchronised as often as
possible. This technique could also be
improved by the sending of a SMS message
to my cellular phone (when the service will
be available under INSEM3) and even with
a redirection of the concerned messages to
an internal POP3 server I could access
through a WAP interface or directly with a
PDA... Unfortunately, these two features
are not available yet in our E-mail system.
These four subfolders are all marked to be
synchronised so that I take all the information
needed in my OST file when I execute my pre-
mission full synchronisation. Later, I will treat
the contents of those subfolders but, unless
disposing of a good connection, I will most
probably not synchronise all of them anymore
until I return in my office...
I know that the two important subfolders I have
to check more carefully are my lnbox
automatically "cleaned" via the Copy and Large
Messages subfolders and the lmportant
subfolders where I may receive short important
messages from my correspondants when the
Out of Office Assistantis activated.
These very simple techniques of organisation
are only a small illustration of what can be
easily implemented to help a remote user to
keep the lnbox as "clean" as possible and to be
ready to face the problems of communication
he will most probably encounter during his
mission abroad.
4. 2. 3, Firct Outlook synchronisation session
Now that the synchronisation profile is created,
that the specific settings are modified
accordingly and the mailbox is organised in a
way suited to the user's work (see previous
sections), the user's first Outlook session will be
devoted to synchronise the Offline Storage file
(OST) and to copy locally the address book.
These kinds of operation are typically what a
user should do before departing on mission with
a laptop:
o Start Outlook 2000 upon a LAN type
connection
o ln a multi-profile environment, Outlook
prompts for the profile to be used. This step
is not mandatory when you only have one
profile
o Select To ols > Syn ch ro n ize > D o wn lo a d
Address Book...and click OK to download
locally a copy of the address book files in
the profile of the current user under "Local
Setti ngs\Application Data\Microsoft\Outlook"
(approximately 15MB)
This synchronisation session is finished, the
user can now Exrt and Log Off and take the
laptop with him on mission. From now on, until
he is able to reconnect with a fast connection,
he will have to work offline with eventually some
small synchronisation operations done on
specific folders (examine new mail, send
replies, take new appointments...). lUith low-
bandwidth connecfions, a complefe
synchronisation procedure is fo be avoided!
1. 2.4. Wo*ing with synchronisation
Once the user made his first full
synchronisation operation, he is ready to leave
on mission. During the duration of his stay out
of office, he will most probably not have the
opportunity to repeat this kind of operation. But,
if his mailbox is relatively "clean" and well
organised, he can, in some circumstances, risk
a connected mode even over a low-bandwidth
connection to synchronise selectively some
folders of his mailbox.
During his mission, when starting Outlook, the
user will choose most of the time to work
disconnected from his mailbox (Work Off/ine
button):
Then, according to his needs and after having
established a VPN connection, he will decide to
synchronise one specific folder or a pre-defined
set of several folders by selecting
Tools>Synchrontze from the Outlook menu:
He will then have to switch off manually his
connection session and repeat these various
operations...
lf a remote user decides to work connected and
for any reason looses the connection, Outlook
will not continue to work automatically in the
Outbox folder and, according the operations
Choose the synchronised profile
Outlook offers the possibility to
connected or to work offline
and
get
Click the Connect button and Outlook asks
the user have to authenticate himself to
access his Exchange mailbox
Select Tools>Synchronize>A/l Fo/ders or
press the F9 function key. Outlook will
synchronise all the pre-selected folders into
the OST file
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that were busy at that moment, the user risks to
be blocked in his session... This means that
when the connection risk to be unstable, it is
always befter fo work offline.
4.2.5. Problems linked to synchronisation
Some problems may be encountered while
working with a synchronised profile:
o From time to time, the user may find
conflicting items marked with the )a symbol.
This may happen when the same item is
accessed from two different places or
simply when the synchronisation algorithm
is not able to manage correctly some
informations. To resolve the conflict, the
user just opens the concerned item and
choose wich one he intends to keep...
o Another problem is directly linked to security
while using offline folders. Unlike the
Personal folder (PST) there is no possibility
inside of Outlook to protect the access of an
OST file by a password! When connecting
offline, Outlook will not ask the credentials
to gain access to the Exchange mailbox
because there is no need to. After
synchronisation the offline folder contains
locally a replication of the content of the
user's mailbox. So, if the access of the
laptop is not protected by any password,
somebody else is able to get access to the
user's mailbox information...
4.3. Remote mail
Remote Mai/ is another option offered by
Outlook to manage mail remotely. lts purpose is
lo manage fnbox folder items only. Calendar,
appointments, contacts or any other Outlook
information are not taken into account. When
Exchange Server is used, Microsoft rather
recommends the use of offline folders becauseit offers the users a greater flexibility.
Nevertheless Remote Marl may appear
interesting in some cases when the user is only
concerned by the contents of his lnbox and
when he will have to work over low-bandwidth
connections.
To work with Remote Marl, you first have to
create a specific profile as showed in the
previous sections. Then you add a PST file to
your profile and you set up the delivery point in
this personal folder file. You also have to force
this profile to work offline only...
Remote Mail features allow a user to download
selectively messages from the lnbox. The user
always works offline and decides when he
wants to connect to his mailbox to activate a
download procedure. Normally, this download is
done in three different steps:
o The user makes a first connection to the
server to download a list of message
headers to his PST file and the connection
is closed.
o Working offline, the user selects the
messages he wants to download locally
(copy or move) according to their headers
and their size. He can also decide to delete
several messages and prepare in the
Outboxsome mail to be sent.
o The user connects with Remote Mail again
to download the marked messages. Remote
Mail eventually deletes the messages
marked for deletion, sends any new mail
and disconnects.
Though it may appear interesting, Remote Mail
presents some weaknesses and restrictions
that you have to be aware before making such
feature available to your users:
o NT does not allow taking advantage of the
Dial-Up Network facilities included inside of
Outlook because you always need to initiate
a PPP and a VPN connection. So, the user
has to manage his connection "manually".
o The two features (Offline folders and
Remote Mail1 can hardly be managed
together within the same profile. There is an
obvious risk of confusion and of increasing
conflicting items So if you want to use
Offline folders and Remote Mai/ on the
same PC, it is better to create distinct
profiles and to explain to your user the
purpose of each of them.
o The user may be confused by the fact that
he sees all the content of his mailbox inside
the PST file while being restricted to work
with items contained in the lnboxonly.
o There is a potential risk to move the
contents of all the lnbox to the PST file and
thus to empty this folder on the level of the
Exchange Server. Users should be
recommended to download by copying
items only...
. Remote Mail is not compatible with any
organisation of the /nbox because restricted
to work with the content of this folder only...
5. Some advises for the remote user
ln this paragraph, I will try to give advises I think
to be useful for a remote user. This list is far
from being exhaustive. Furthermore some of its
elements will not be suitable for every scheme
of use of Outlook 2000.
o The main principle when working remotely
is always to think in terms of reducing the
amount of data that will transit over the
connection.
. Try to design an architecture for your
mailbox adapted to the needs of your work.
lf possible, split your lnbox in several
subfolders using rules to route the
messages between them.
. Clean your mailbox before your departure
on mission.
o Synchronise your Offline folders (OST) iust
before leaving on mission and, if necessary,
take a "fresh" copy of the address book.
o Always take account of the size of the mail
you intend to read, before opening it or its
attachments.
o Do not activate time-consuming options like
the preview pane, the Assistant...
. On low-bandwidth connections, always
open your session offline and never perform
a complete synchronisation of your folders.
Work according to your needs, per folder or
per pre-defined groups of folders.
o When you think you will have to work over
low-bandwidth connections, you can take
advantage of the message of the Out off
Office Assrctant telling people that you can
only read small messages without
attachments and presenting well defined
criteria (high-priority, text only...). Specific
rules can also be implemented to add more
sophistication to this...
6. Conclusions
This article has tried to present an overview of
the different possibilities offered to the users to
connect remotely to their mailboxes. We have
seen that according fo fhe type of use, fhe
type of equipmenf and the type of connecfion
available, the solutions are differenf. The
following table presents, according the three
main remote user's profiles, a relational view of
the different parameters that have generally to
be taken into consideration:
tberMlh Equiecrem AMsc He&od ConnecfionPuffi LIne Prcbd
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We have seen the capabilities of each available
product, but also their weaknesses. OWA is
slow and poorly designed for access over low
bandwidth connections but it is the most
versatile and universal way available for our
users to access a mailbox wherever they are.
Outlook2000 is more sophisticated (though not
so well designed for remote use) but implies the
tuning of a lot of settings and a good
organisation in the user's working habits.
Outlook offers two different remote access
methods:
o Synchronisation with the use of an offline
folder which gives access to every item of
the mailbox and the Pub/ic Folders
o Remote mail which only allows access to
the content of the lnbox but minimises the
time and the cost of the connection
The choice between those two access methods
depends of the user's needs and of the type of
connection available.
We can notice that fhe complexify of any
solution is direcfly linked to the degree of
mobility of the user. The mobile worker profile
requires more sophistication on the level of the
connections and of the access method. ln a
very near future, a more and more large panel
of new types of equipment will also concern this
same profile. We have to take that fact into
account already now!
We come also to the conclusion that our
architecture lacks an intermediate profile,
situated between the web access service and
the full access service allowing only mailbox
access with the mail full client or some similar
solution (terminal services capabilities for
instance). This possibility is right now under
investigation.
We also need to take into account the features
that will be offered in a few months by the new





- Preliminary Results and proposed Actions -
The DENISE (Document Enabled lnfraStructure Evaluation) project is aimed at a market survey in
the field of DocumenUContent Management and Workflow. The scope of the present document is
to indicate some first results and to propose further actions (including planning).
Steps taken
The first major outcome of DENISE was the
"Market Segmentation and General Orientation"
document, where some 46 products were
described according to their functional and
technical characteristics and categorised into
Groupware, Document Management, Web
Content Management, Workflow, Knowledge
Management and Portal (applications). (Ref. 1,
p.81 ff.)
Based on this document the DENISE group
decided to focus its activities on the
DocumenUContent Management and Workflow
segment and by 25.06.2001 26 companies
were invited to reply to:
o The Vendor lnformation questionnaire
(Ref.2), and
o The Technical Evaluation questionnaire.
(Ref.3).
Both questionnaires were elaborated and
agreed upon by the DENISE workgroup. lt
should be noted that questionnaire No. 1
(DocumenUContent Management) contains
functional sections/extensions on :
o lntegrated "Document Flow" workflow
capabilities (Document-centric workflow),
and
. Web-Content Management and Portal
features
to ensure interfacing with other projects, i.e.
WCM.
By 23.07.2001, 15 companies responded
positively to our request and sent in 15
answers.
At present, the analysis of the answers is
progressing and several draft report versions
can already be consulted (Selection and
Evaluation Report, Ref.4, 5, 6).
A draft report version (0-7) was presented to
the group on Wednesday, 19.09.2001. This
version was not yet complete with 3 products
still missing. A - from the product coverage
point of view - complete version (0-9) was
issued on 26.09.2001. Comments from the
group will be incorporated into a final version.
All DENISE group members have also access
to the "raw" information provided by the
companies via an lnsem3 Public Folder
structure. This information is confidentnl and
the group was informed in this sense.
It is also useful to scrutinise the products via a
round of intensive (3 hour) product
presentations for the DENISE group. ln order to
avoid problems, it is suggested that the choice
of products is basically free, but a defined "mini-
scenario" should guide presentations. The
group was invited to make proposals.
Discussion of the results
ln general, the DENISE questionnaires allowed
for gathering rather precise information on what
concerns product functionality and technical
architecture. Understanding of the market
offering is good, but could be further improved
by product presentations.
Ir
Problems however did arise from the fact that
neither questions on the usage scenarios
(configuration, scalability, pricing) nor on
performance/throughput were sufficiently
answered. This is partly due to the fact that a//
questions were NON mandatory so that precise
answers could be easily avoided.
Equally important is certainly that the
quantitative needs in terms of number of
licences, infrastructure and organisational
aspects, have to be better defined from our side
(via a survey to the DGs).
Results WorHlow part:
o 15 suppliers with an independent,
commercially available Workflow
producUmodules in the business-process
sector were contacted. 8 companies did not
send positive answers.
o From the remaining ones, Oracle
demonstrated through a great number of
references, that Oracle-WF has gained
significant, credible customer acceptance,
especially in so-called Oracle shops were
developer resources are readily available
(similar to the Commission). Relative
openness and adherence to standards
seems also be assured.
o Proposal: Choice of workflow tool to be
made via EC internal evaluation/prototyping
of products already present in the
Commission. Studies in this sense are
already initiating, for example the evaluation
of Oracle-WF in the context of GREFFE
2000 (SG) or a study on BEA




The analysis showed it is not possible to
identify ONE (and only one) modular solution of
products that represents a be4
technicalifunctionall"financial fit to the EC's
needs based on the available information. lt
would be erroneous and unrealistic to choose a
solution regardless of costs.
A more detailed analysis via cosUbenefit
comparisons based on figures from a
quantitative survey towards the DGs, seems
therefore to be necessary. This survey has to
give info about number of user licences,
number of systems, usage scenarios, etc. lt is
believed that a Cff procedure is the most
adequate framework to do so.
Proposa/: Consider Call for Tenders in
Enterprise DocumenUContent Management
sector only, based on the work done in
DENISE.
Conclusion
Based on the results of DENISE, it is proposed
to:
. Limit further analysis of process-centric
business workflow tools on in-house
products,
o Consider a future Call for Tenders in the







All DENISE related (public) documentation can be found under:
http : //www. cc. cec/soft I i ne/u/se rvices/stud ies
Some W3G Recommendations
XHTML
XHTML 1.0 W3C Recommendation 26 January 2000
http ://www.w3. oroff Rl/xhtm I 1
XHTML /.0 Strictis a clean structural mark-up language, free of any tags associated with layout.
Used with W3C's Cascading Style Sheet language (CSS), it produces the desired font, color, and
layout effects.
Many authors of Web pages for access by the general public might wish to use XHTML /.0
Transitbna/.
The idea is to take advantage of XHTML features including style sheets, but nonetheless making
small adjustments to the mark-up for the benefit of those with older browsers.
For example the transitional flavor allows the use of the BODY tag with 'bgcolor', text and link
attributes.
XHTML 1.1 - Module-based XHTML -W3C Recommendation 31 May 2001
http ://www.w3. o rqff R/xhtm I 1 1
With the introduction of the XHTML family of modules and document types, the W3C has helped
move the lnternet content-development community from the days of malformed, non-standard
markup into the well formed, valid world of XML.
ln XHTML 1.0, this move was moderated by a goal of providing for easy migration of existing,
HTML 4 (or earlier) based content to XHTML and XML.
Going forward, XHTML family document types will be based upon this new, more structural
functional collection.
ln this specification, the W3C's HTML Working Group has defined an initial document type based
solely upon modules. This document type is designed to be portable to a broad collection of client
devices, and applicable to the majority of lnternet content.
Cascading Style Sheets
CSS2 W3C Recommendation in May 1998
http :i/www. w3. o rgff R/R E C-CS S 2
A style sheet allows authors to attach style (e.9., fonts, spacing, and aural cues) to structured
documents (e.9., HTML documents and XML applications). By separating the presentation style of
documents from the content of documents, a style sheet simplifies Web authoring and site
maintenance. CSS2 is built on CSS1 and adds support for media-specific style sheets (e.9.
printers and aural devices), downloadable fonts, element positioning and tables.
CSS3 is currently under development. You can follow its progress at
http ://www.w3. orq/Style/CSS/cu rrent-work as new d rafts are pu bl ished.
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Extensible Markup Language (XML)
(XML) 1.0 (Second Edition) W3C Recommendation 6 October 2000
http ://www.w3. orqff RYREC-xm I
XML describes a class of data objects called XML documents.
An XML document is composed of declarations, elements, comments, character references, and
processing instructions, all of which are indicated by explicit markup.
Physically, a document is composed of units called entities. An entity may refer to other entities
resulting in their inclusion in the document. A document begins in a "root" or document entity.
The XML document type declaration contains or points to markup declarations, which provide a
grammar for a class of documents.
This grammar can be expressed in a document type definition (DTD) or in the XML schema
language.
XML in 10 points, http://www.w3.orq/XML/1999iXML-in-10-points, explains XML briefly.
XML Schema
XML Schema W3G Recommendation, 2May 2001
http://www.w3.orq/XML/Schema#dev
The XML Schema language is intended to supplement the basic DTD mechanism included in XML
version 1.0 with a more rigorous framework for declaring the structure, contents and semantics of
XML documents.
Schemas allow application writers to enforce speciflc datatype restrictions on their documents'
contents.
It provides also support for the construction of user-deflned complex datatypes, data ranges and
masks.
ln conjunction with standards like RDF, XML schemas are intended to help developers create
machine-oriented services that can be accessed over the lnternet.
The XML Activity Statement http://www.w3.orq/XMl/Activity.html explains the W3C's work on this
topic.
Extensible Stylesheet Language (XSL)
XSL Vercion 1.0 W3C Proposed Recommendation 28 August 2001
http ://www. w3. orqff RYxsl/
XSL is a language for expressing stylesheets.
An XSL stylesheet processor accepts a document or data in XML and an XSL stylesheet and
produces the presentation of that XML source content. The source content is styled, laid out, and
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paginated on to a presentation medium, such as a window in a Web browser or a hand-held
device, or a set of physical pages in a catalogue, report, pamphlet, or book.
There are two aspects of this presentation process: first, constructing a result tree from the XML
source tree and secondly, interpreting the result tree to produce formatted results suitable for
presentation on a display, on paper, in speech, or onto other media.
The first aspect is called tree transformation and the second is called formatting.
Tree transformation is defined in the XSLT Recommendation
. Version 1.0 W3C Recommendation 16 November 1999 http://www.w3.orqffR/xslt
. Version 1.1 W3C Working Draft24 August 2001 - http://www.w3.oroffF/xslt1'1/
XSLT is also designed to be used independently of XSL. However, XSLT is not intended as a
completely general-purpose XML transformation language.
The vocabulary of formatting objects supported by XSL - the set of fo: element types - represents
the set of typographic abstractions available to the designer, e.g. regions on pages.
XML Linking Language (Xlink)
Version 1.0 W3C Recommendation June 27th 2001
http ://www.w3. o rqff R/xl i n ld
The XML Linking Language (XLink) allows elements to be inserted into XML documents in order to
create and describe links between resources.
It uses XML syntax to create structures that can describe the simple unidirectional hyperlinks of
today's HTML, as well as more sophisticated links:
. Asserting linking relationships among more than two resources
. Associating metadata with a link
. Expressing links that reside in a location separate from the linked resources
XML Path Language (XPath)
Version 1.0 W3C Recommendation 16 November 1999
http ://www.w3. o ro/TFl/xpath
XPath 2.0 : see XQuery
XPath is used to identify particular parts of XML documents.
An XML document is a tree made up of nodes. Some nodes contain other nodes. One root node
ultimately contains all other nodes.
XPath is a language for picking nodes and sets of nodes out of this tree.
XML Pointer Language (XPointer)
Version 1.0 W3C Candldate Recommendation 11 September 2001
http://www.w3c.orqff R /VD-xptr
XPointer, which is based on the XML Path Language (XPath), supports addressing into the internal
structures of XML documents.
It allows for examination of a hierarchical document structure and choice of its internal parts based
on various properties, such as element types, attribute values, character content, and relative
position.
XML Query
XQuery 1.0 and XPath 2.0 Data Model
W3C Working Draft 7 June 2001
http ://www.w3. oroff R/o ue ry-data mode l/
XQuery 1.0 and XPath 2.0 Functions and Operators Version 1.0
W3C Working Draft 27 August 2001
http://www.w3.oro/TR/xo uerv-operators
The mission of the XML Query working group is to provide flexible query facilities to extract data
from real and virtual documents on the Web, therefore finally providing the needed interaction
between the web world and the database world.
Ultimately, collections of XML files will be accessed like databases.
XML is an extremely versatile markup language, capable of labelling the information content of
diverse data sources including structured and semi-structured documents, relational databases,
and object repositories.
A query language that uses the structure of XML intelligently can express queries across all these
kinds of data, whether physically stored in XML, or viewed as XML via middleware.
Resource Description Framework (RDF)
Resource Description Framework (RDF) Model and Syntax Specification
W3C Recommendation 22 February 1 999
http ://www. w3. orgff R/R EC-rdf-syntax
Resource Description Framework (RDF) Schema Specification 1.0
W3C Candidate Recommendation 27 March 2000
http : //www. w3. orgff R/rdf-sche ma
Resource Description Framework (RDF) is a foundation for processing metadata.
It provides a facility for applications which exchange machine-understandable information on the
Web.
RDF can be used in a variety of application areas; for example: in resource discovery to provide
better search engine capabilities, in cataloguing for describing the content and content
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relationships available at a particular Web site, page, or digital library, by intelligent software
agents to facilitate knowledge sharing and exchange, in content rating, in describing collections of
pages that represent a single logical "document".
RDF uses XML to exchange descriptions of Web resources but the resources being described can
be of any type, including XML and non-XML resources.
The role of RDF Schema:
For describing bibliographic resources, for example, descriptive attributes including "author", "title",
and "subject" are common.
For digital certification, attributes such as "checksum" and "authorization" are often required.
The declaration of these properties (attributes) and their corresponding semantics are defined in
the context of RDF as a RDF schema.
A schema outlines not only the properties of the resource (e.9., title, author, subject, size, color,
etc.) but may also define the kinds of resources being described (books, Web pages, people,
companies, etc.).
For news and current events on RDF look at http://www.w3c.orq/2001/sWRDFCore/
Example
ln order to illustrate some W3C recommendations, this article was written in XML.
The source file can be found at http:/iwww.cc.cec/forum-europa/w3c.xml
This is a valid document.
The document type definition can be found at htto:/iwww.cc.cec/forum-europa/w3c.dtd
The SAXON (http://saxon.sourceforoe.net) XSLT processor was used to read the XML source and
produce two HTML versions
o http://www.cc.cec/forum-europa/w3c. htm
. http ://www. cc. cec/foru m-eu ropa/w3c_b is. htm
according to the instructions given in the stylesheets
o http://www.cc.cec/forum-europa/w3c.xsl
. http://www.cc.cec/forum-europa/w3c bis.xsl in which the production of a content table has
been added.
Content, transformation and presentation are separate. The data and its structure are tagged
independently of the presentation. The decision of how to format the page is delayed until the
content has been processed.
The XSLT style sheet is applied first to w3c.xml, the XML document. The result is an HTML
document, which is passed to the browser. lt is only when the browser loads the HTML document
that the CSS comes into use.
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With lnternet Explorer 6 an external processor like SAXON is not required: the XML document is
transformed within the browser according to the stylesheet instruction
<?xml-stylesheet type="texUxsl" href="w3c.xsl" ?> .
The Metadata of w3c.xml stand in w3c.dcxml. The Dublin Core Metadata Element Set is encoded
in XML using RDF.
After checking w3c.htm for conformance to W3C Recommendations at the W3C HTML Validation
Service http://validator.w3.orq, we received:
"No errors found! Congratulations, this document validates as XHTML 1.0 Strict!".
This is an incentive for further investigations on this subject.
Gerald MESSIAEN
DG DEV
coldFusion with Java Server Pages and servlets
Report summary
Up to now, there has been only one recommended tool for the generation of dynamic web pages
within the European Commission: ColdFusion. ColdFusion is using the ColdFusion Mar[up
Language (CFML) to create pages on the fly using information provided by the user and retrieved
from a database.
With the decision of REDIS ll to adopt the J2EE specification, additional possibilities of producing
dynamic web pages are available to the developer. The J2EE specifications define two ways o1
generating dynamic pages, Java Server Pages (HTML pages containing pieces of Java code) and
servlets (Java routines that produce HTML).
A study has been made to compare strengths and weaknesses of ColdFusion Markup Language(CFML) and Java Server Pages (JSP). CFML is the development language used within the
Macromedia/Macromedia ColdFusion platform. JSP is available in JSP compliant platforms, which
are generally Java 2 Enterprise Edition Platforms that also support Java Server Pages.
This article is a summary of the full report "Comparing ColdFusion with Java Server Pages and
servlets" that can be found on Softline.
1. Serveraide dynamic web pages generation.
ln the beginning of the lnternet era static HTML pages was the standard. These pages normally
consisted of documents that were approved and didn't need to be modified. ln that sense, a static
web server is just a remote flle access mechanism enabling to consult documents having a
midterm or long-term lifetime.




Some problems remained though regarding publishing of HTML documents that reflected the state
of internal corporate information at an exact point in time.
ABIISI*ES
The idea was to provide an HTML page that contains special markers indicating that a process
needs to be executed in order to provide the desired dynamic output. Most of the time, this
requires executing a program on the server side, accessing a relational database.
ln the first implementations of such a mechanism, programs were loaded and executed through
CGl, the Common Gateway lnterface. Programs were then mostly developed in the C or PERL
programming languages.
However, this solution had a main drawback: every execution of a program required by the web
server to produce a dynamically generated page was executed outside of the web server. As a
consequence, a new process had to be created, executed and removed from the operating system
every time in order to have the appropriated results. This mechanism is highly resource
consuming.
The solution was to integrate an execution environment within the web server itself, leading to the
creation of web application servers. ln such servers, execution process can be created as threads
within the web server itself. Examples of this kind of technology are Microsoft Active Server Pages,











Macromedia ColdFusion integrates with many different web servers and runs along side them to
provide an execution environment for CFML pages. lt creates a sub process in the web server that
interprets ColdFusion pages. All CFML pages that are requested by a web browser to the web
server are dynamically created by the ColdFusion web server extension.
HTTP/HTML client static web server
YF[-=i r.** I
I nt. 'v't.- |
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Sun Java Server Pages are the equivalent of Macromedia ColdFusion pages. The difference
between these two technologies is the way special markers are defined and used.
Servlets correspond to a different technology. Slightly simplified JSP are HTML pages including
Java language routines between special tags whereas servlets are Java classes writing HTML to a
file. Servlets are therefore much more programming centric and closer to the HTTP protocol. They
provide greater flexibility than any tag approach; be it Macromedia ColdFusion or JSP.
2. Results
The general conclusion is that the two languages do not offer the same level of abstraction.
Development of new pages is easier with CFML as the language can be considered as a set of
macros. They are enabling the developer to perform the most common operations in a
straightforward way. Also important is very good integration between the ColdFusion development
environment and the deployment environment. Therefore, ColdFusion is easy to use and should be
used as long as the provided tags are at a level of functionality that responds to the needs of the
applications to develop.
lf the functionality of ColdFusion tags is not sufficient, then another technology has to be used. JSP
is a good candidate as it is widely supported, by many different vendors. However, the basic of
development with JSP is not at the same abstract level as with ColdFusion: Java programming
knowledge is a must. JSP do not embed tags but real pieces of code. However, it is possible to
develop JSP tag libraries containing commonly used generic code. Also to be considered,
development environments available with JSP servers are not at the same level of integration than
ColdFusion is. Finally, JSP servers are most often part of more general Java 2 Enterprise Edition










The primary aim of this study was to establish how ColdFusion is behaving when using JAVA
components. The secondary aim was to verify how and if ColdFusion and enterprise JAVA beans
(EJB) can be used together.
1. Test Lab
The version of ColdFusion used for the tests was ColdFusion Enterprice Edition 4.5.2 running on a
Siemens 4-way server with 1.5 GB RAM with Windows NT4 SP6a installed. The performance tests
were done using LoadRunner version 6.5 running on a separate server. For the EJB tests we
used BEA's WebLogic version 6.0 running on a separate server.
2. ColdFusion and JAVA Test
2.1. Scenario
A simple test application (Primes) was created. The application was based on ColdFusion and a
small JAVA program calculating prime numbers. The JAVA classes were located and run from
within the ColdFusion server. The program is a typical example of a badly mannered program
whereby it uses allthe resources it can get hold of.
We used the LoadRunner test program to test the impact and behaviour of the CF server when
running multiple instances of this application. The tests were run multiple times with different
numbers of invocations of Primes and using different number of thread settings for ColdFusion
Server. This was done to establish how ColdFusion handles JAVA.
To be able to use JAVA together with ColdFusion the ColdFusion server needs to be configured.
This is done by installation of JAVA components on the server and configuring ColdFusion to use
the jvm.dll. Also the java classes to be called are put on the CF server.
When using JAVA no new process (i.e. java.exe) is started on the server; everything is handled
within the ColdFusion process. The ColdFusion server handles threads, memory resources etc.
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2.2. Results
The results of the tests:
"q$uW i,
,.,i*frtMt&
1 1 1 used. 7 free 10s
4 4 4 used, 4 free 10s
8 4 8 used, 0 free 20s
12 4 8 used. 0 free.4 waitinq 30s
16 4 8 used, 0 free, 8 waitino 40s
20 4 8 used, 0 free,12 waitinq 50s
The results clearly show that each Primes invocation is taking up all resources it can get hold of
(i.e. 100% CPU utilization). 4 primes invocations running simultaneously on a 4-processor server
will cause 100Yo processor utilization. lf all threads are in use the next application (even if it's non-
JAVA) has to wait until one thread is free. ColdFusion is using a JVM which is run within the
ColdFusion session. lf the JVM crashes or locks the ColdFusion server will crash and lock too. To
be able to run the ColdFusion server again it has to be stopped and restarted.
2.3. Gonclusions
ColdFusion does not control the JAVA CPU usage. There is a risk for instability if the JAVA
program is using all available resources or if it crashes. STB have contacted Macromedia and they
have confirmed that this is the case. Even if this is not within the scope of this study, according to
Macromedia, ColdFusion 5 has the same problems.
General recommendation is do not create ColdFusion applications that are calling and/or utilising
JAVA components. Since ColdFusion is using a JVM that is running within the ColdFusion session,
and there is no way to control the behaviour of the JVM, the usage of JAVA object calls from within
ColdFusion is to be considered dangerous.
lf there are absolutely no other solutions than using JAVA, you should be aware of the multi-
threading issues.
3. ColdFusion and EJB Test
3.1 Scenario
A simple test application (PrimesEJB) was created. This JAVA program is based on the Primes
application used in the JAVA testing but modified so that it is accessing business logic using
Enterprise JAVA Beans (EJB). The EJBs are stored and run on a separate BEA WebLogic server.
The procedure is as follows:
o The client requests a ColdFusion page that is using JAVA components
o The ColdFusion server calls the WebLogic server
o The Weblogic server runs the EJB and returns the result to the ColdFusion server
. The ColdFusion server creates and returns the page to the client
3.2. Results
The aim was to repeat the same type of tests as we had done when testing ColdFusion and JAVA.
We found that ColdFusion and EJBs only work in a single user scenario. When two or more
simultaneous users are trying to access the same EJBs ColdFusion locks and shows an error
message. When trying to invoke multiple simultaneous requests the ColdFusion server crashes
and has to be restarted.
This is not a problem with the EJBs since they work perfectly when accessing them using a pure
JAVA client. This problem has been reported to Macromedia but no solution has been found by
them.
3.3. Gonclusions
It's not possible to have two or more simultaneous users accessing the same Enterprise JAVA
Beans (EJBs) running on an external server. The invocation of multiple simultaneous requests
results in a ColdFusion server crash. Until Macromedia has resolved this issue it's not possible to
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04 Support des systdmes d'information J.-F. BLEROT (f.f.)
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Rapporteur : BECKER Reinhard Edition 2001-3
Budget lnformatique 2001 sur Titre A-5 &
































FC + IAS 841,898
SDT 2,343,494
D6penses communes 22,970,00C
D6penses non facturables 200,000
TOTAL DG 63.287,778
Services Centraux 22,978.762
Bureau de s6curit6 491,585
IOTAL Services Centraux 23.470.347
Autres lnstitutions, CCR 152.478
lnfrastructure fl n d'ann6e 591.397
TOTAL A4300 etA.{1102
(1) Transfert de I'allocation pour IRMS de MARKT vers SG
(2) dont en attente des documents justificatifs (lRMS, TEMPEST, SYSPER2)
2,095,000
3,332,900
Rapporteur Reinhard BECKER Situation au 1210912000
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Objet Chef de projet Programme/ 
Responsable 
INTERINSTITUTIONAL ELECTRONIC MAIL-2 G TEKOLSTE Dl 
INTERINSTITUTIONAL ELECTRONIC MAIL-3 G TEKOLSTE Dl 
OPTIMAIL (Best e-ma1l usage) G TEKOLSTE Dl 
SECEM (Secure e-ma1l) G TEKOLSTE Dl 
DIFFUSION DE L'INFORMATION P DE CONINCK Dl 
ARCHITECTURE DE DIFFUSION P DECONINCK Dl 
WEB CONTENT MANAGEMENT 
ADMINISTRATION DES DOCUMENTS R RINKENS Dl 
ADONISV5 0 9 
ADONIS-Web V1 2 
PREPARATION DES DOCUMENTS LEGISLATIFS R RINKENS Dl 
Vers1on 4 5 
Codification/Refonte 
Gestion des Personnes, Congés, M1ss1ons J CARRASCOSA 
Vers1on 6 6 1 
e-HRMS 
Gestion de la Formation A TOSETII 
GESTION DES BIENS MOBILIERS V/1, 11A A TOSETII Dl 
GESTION DES BIENS ET HELPDESK V/2, 12 T 
V/2,12T2 
INVENTAIRE FINANCIER (ELS V220) 
DIRECTORIES C FRASER Dl/IDA 
Annua1re 1ntennstltut1onnel (X500) 
Annua1re Comm1ss1on (LDAP) 
S1ngle s1gn-on 
Meta-d1rectory 
CARRIER NETWORK (SNET Optlcal1nfrastructure) M JORTAY Dl 
INTERNET REMOTE ACCESS M JORTAY Dl 
(1) les mod1ficat1ons par rapport à la vers1on précédente sont 1nd1quées par un • 
(2) PA préanalyse, FS/EF étude de fa1sab1hté, DEF defimtlon,CO construction, RI runmng-.n, OP opérationnel 




Phase F1n de la M1se en 
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PROGRAMMES DE FORMATION INFORMATIQUE




Attention, une nouvelle adresse dans le bottin de Route400 a et6 attribu6e au Forum. Vous
nous trouverez d6sormais sous:
ADMIN-BXL FORUM INFORMATIQUE
ADMIN-LUX FORUM INFORMATIQUE
D'autre part, une nouvelle application (SYSLOG WEB FORMATION) est mise en production
limit6e pour les DG pilotes. Cette application permet au personnel de ces DG de remplir en
ligne les demandes de participation aux formations informatiques et de consulter les contenus
et la programmation des cours informatiques de la DG et du Forum, ainsi que les demandes qui
ont et6 introduites ant6rieurement. Les proc6dures administratives actuelles demeurent
cependant d'application, en attendant la mise en place d'un systdme de signature 6lectronique.
L'application sera mise en production g6n6ralis6e vers la fin de cette ann6e. Pour I'instant, elle
n'est disponible que pour les DG ENTR, TRANS, INFSO, SANCO, SCR et SDT et est
accessible en cliquant sur ce lien ou sur I'ic6ne au bas de la barre de menu, dr gauche.
Le user name et le password qui vous seront demand6s sont identiques d ceux qui sont exig6s
pour acc6der d INTERNET.
J.-1. BROUSMICHE
hft p ://www.cc.cec/d i/slf/forum/foru m. htm




PLANIFICATION DES MARCHES 
Rapporteur: Mme. GILLIERON Situation au 24 avril 2001 
La planification des mardi& eonvre uniquement les eontrata eommDDSies pins importants, les contrats spécifiques étant pris en charge par les DGs elles-mêmes( voir note D(97) 
Les eontrata tennin& y figurent jusqu'au leur date de terminaison+ 1 annie 
Notice emlicatjve 
1. Services techniques d'ADMIN DI- abréyiations 
1 -CET Conse1l ct Evaluatwn Techmque 
2- SRC SefVIces et Relatwns Clients 
3 - STB Support 1 echmquc et Bureautique 
4- SSI Support des Systèmes d'Infonnatwn 
5 - TR T élécommumcatlons et Réseaux 
6 - DL' Data Centre 
1. Services teclmiques d'ADMIN D/2- abréyiatioDS 
SCL Support Contractuel et Log1st1que 
o-Jplan ~ 
PRODUITS 
HARDWARE AND OPERA TING SYSTEMS 





PC DESKTOP 01100765 
GETRONICS 
PC DESKTOP Dl/01382 
SIEMENS 
SERVEURS NT 01100764 
(DGs) COMPAQ (ex DIGITAL) 
SERVEURS NT 01101282 
(DGs) SIEMENS SA 
SERVEURS UNIX 01100266 
(DGs) BULL 
01100389 








SIEMENS BUSINESS SERVICES 
Dl/00678 
SUN 
SERVEURS UNIX Mrd- Dl/01362 
range SUN 
(DGs) 
SERVEURS UNIX- H1gh- 01101363 
end HEWLETI PACKARD Belg1um 
(DGs +OC) 
SERVEURS UNIX Dl/01034 










ROBOT BACKUP 01100612 
(Data Centre) STORAGETEK 
ROBOT BACKUP 01/xxxx 

















































2. Mentions sous "Action": 
- Déci'iiOn en mmaaaa (en IDO)enne 8 mots avant la tin 
du contrat SI appel d'offres- 4 moiS st négociatiOn l 






- tntennst1tut1onnel (source EP) 
- Contrats s1gnés surte a un appel d'offres 
-Lot 1 Portables trad1t1onnels 
- tntennstrtut1onnel (source EP) Prolongé JUsqu'au 19/04/2002 
- Lot 2 Portables avec dock1ng station 
-AO ouvert - A commencer ASAP, Contrat à prévoir pour 11/2001 
- lntennsti!Utloneel -Contrat Canal 
- DIVISIOn en plUSieUrs lots -4 part1s 
- Uttra l1ght, light palm, se1V1ce 
- lntennstrt:utiOnnel A prolonger JUSqu'au 13/08/2002 pour 
-Contrat s1gne su1te à un appel d'offres maintenance et se1V1ces 
- ~1sltlons lim1tees usq~'au 13/08/99 
- Contrat s1gné su1te à un appel d'offres Dec1s1on en 9/2001 concernant prolongation 
- acquiSitions lim1tées JUsqu'au 13/12/2002 
- ma1ntenance JUsqu'au 13/12/2004 avec prolongation 
poss1ble Jusqu'au 13/12/2006 
- lntennstJtutJonnel A prolonger JUsqu'au 10/08/2002 pour 
- Contrats s1gnés su1te à un appel d'offres upgrades, maintenance et se1V1ces 
-acQuiSitiOns limitées usau'au 10/08/99 
- lntennstrtut1onnel A prolonger l'acqu1s1tJons avec 1 an JUSqu'au 18/11/2002 
-Contrats s1gnés su1te à un appel d'offres 
- acquJSitlons peut être prolonger avec des term de 3 
moJs JUsqu'au 18/11/2002 
- maintenance peut être prolonger avec des lerm de 3 
mOIS JUSqu'au 18/11/2007 
-Contrats s1gnés sUJte à un appel d'offres remplaces par contrats Dl/01362 etDI/01363 
- Acqwsrt1ons hm1tées JUsqu'au 31/12/1998, sauf [SUite au AO Dl/9905 conJOint pour les DGs et le OC 
(Sincom2J] 
SUN (FJrewalls, Telerate DG Il JUsque fin 12/99) Prolongat1ons approuvees par CCAM pour maintenance 
- La maintenance des seiVeurs encore Jusqu'au 31/12/2003, eaufpouriCL 
operationnels au 01/01/2001 devra être reglee 
en temps ut1le 
- lntennstrt:ut1onnel (ESC, CdR, 1Agence) Déc1S10n en 10/2001 concernant prolongatiOn 
-Contrat Signé sutte a AO 01/9905 SeiVeurs UNIX 
[AO con,omt pour les DGs et le OC (Sincom2)] 
- acqUJSr!IOns hmltéesjusqu'au 18/01/2004 et 
mamtenance etc, avec 3 extentlons d'un an, hmJté 
JUsqu'au 18/01/2007 
-lntennstrt:ut1onnel (ESC, CdR,1Agence) DeCISion en 10/2001 concernant prolongation 
-Contrat sJgné su1te à AO 01/9905 SeiVeurs UNIX 
[AO conJOint pour les OGs et le OC (S~ncom2)J 
- acquiSitions limitées JUsqu'au 15/12/2003, et 
ma1ntenance etc, avec 3 extent1ons d'un an, lim1te 
JUsqu'au 15/12/2006 
Contrat s1gné suJte à un appel d'offres DéciSIOn en 9/2002 concernant prolongation 
Lot 2 Stat1st1ques DéCISion à prendre 
Lot 4 Bases Données 
Lot 58 Backup, archives 
Lot 3 Appt1cat1ons documentatres Contrat fin1le 21/10/2000 
C S usqu'au sept 2001 
SYSPER, PAIE, applications locales Contrat fini le 26/04/2000 
C S JUsqu'au 2002 , contrat à renegoc1er, asap 
EUROFARM, CARE. GARFIELD, SYSTRAN, TIC- Déc1s1on en 9/2001 concernant prolongation 
TOC 
Contrat s1gné su1te a un AO su1v1 d'une Déc1s1on en 9/2001 concernant prolongation 
procedure negoc1ee 
Contrat à Signer su1te a AO 0110008 RBU S1gnature en route 
Contrats s1gnés su1te a un appel d'offres AO PRINT 0103 en préparat1on 
Lot 1 lmpnmantes IndiVIduelles N&B - mtennstrt:ut1onelle 
lot 2 lmpnmantes IndiVIduelles couleur - contrat prévu pour 02/2002 




















le conhat esl la su(e du contat lrl[0448
Srgnalure des CS pour l@aton des fax [mtees
ntals sgnes sude a un appel dofret
1 B^/v Table lop (1er rang €sede)
low prducton (1er rang €sade)
3 B/W Medrum small (1er rang cascade)
5 Bruv Larqe (2eme rang €scade)
4 tsru Medrum large (ler rang cascaoe)
5 B^ru La[ge ( ler rang cascade)
6 BM Hrgh producton (1er rang cas6de)
10 Colour hqh producton (1er rang cas€de)
2 BM Small (2eme rang 6scade)
12 l\rultfuncton (1er rang cascade)
10 Colour hgh producton (2eme rang cascade)
sr ne@ssile de hn@r un Ao pour les nouvelles
1 Smadcards secuflte et sw
2 Lecteurs?reproducteurs + sw
GEMINI lex CAP VOLI,AC)
1 Erhernel (1er rang cascade)
2 ATM sw[chrno (1er ranq €s€de)
1 Ethernet (zeme rang 6s€de)
2 ATM swdchrng (2eme rang €scade)
srgne sute a un appel
Acqu strons |m(6es au 31/12l1999 (votr remarque ana yse du march6 con@rnant un logrcel
OFFICE AUTOTATION AND TX)CUTEiIT IANAGETENT
I nlennsttut onnel
Dl/01 1 18 " Mrcrosoft Enterpnce SELECT
Dl/01 1 22 "[rrcrosoft Select MASTER Agreement"
(Dl/011T6 DEtrbulon vra canal SIEMENS S A votr
Contal signe sute a une procedule negocree
sans oblet des la mrse en plae du nouveau
Su le du contal DU00417
lntennsltut onne et complexe
.Confat sqne sute a une pr@dure negoctee
conrat sgne suile a une procedure








12131t01 EM6 6SOOeS aU SW I ROLL
Operatrng syslem + SW r
assooated serur€s pour
AITDAHL au Data Cenlre
BM 1112t2002
JecEon prorongaton en t0/2001 )C (Deasy)
SVV UNNSES SUTAMUAtsL AU
Daia Cente ( AutoAchon) )OIt,,IPUTER ASSOCIATES
?t31to1 gontrat srgne sute a une procedurc negocde
ovEon @ntal sute a b decBpn du"DoJ" (U S A )
Contal Dl/01527 avecAllen Syslems
,ec6Dn protongaton en oI20ul )C (Deasy)
SW utXses sur AMDAHL au
Data Cente ( AuloMedE, ALLEN SYSTEMS
uonlrat sqne surc au decEon counde luste
Repflse des produft du contat Dl/00432 avec
;omputer AssocEtes
,ecrsron propnga(on en o/zuu
5W Un6e SUr AMUAHL aU 1t1T2001
'11212002
;ontat sqne sufte a une procedurc negoc6e ,ec60n probngaton en lo20u1 )C (Deasy)
bw urlse sur AMUAHL au
Data Centre )ANDLE BENELUX
3Ut1112001
30t1112002
;ontrat sgne sule a une produre negooee ,ecBon protongaton en 9/20u1 t0 lDeasv)








sqne p( neg@re iTB (Rurz de la Totre)
;CR (De Vrendt)
contnuaton du contai Dl/00457
MULIILIS
)ATA RESEARCH (ex











2131tOI onuar srgne suile a un apper d orres iIB (Ruz de la Totre)
I. SOUS.TRA]TANCECOTIUNE
SYSTEMES D INFORMAT \MBRASOFT 1t09n002
,onraE srgnes sune a un apper domes
.ot 3 Dev/marnt sFt rnf (4eme rang cascade)
aolonqalons des contais prevues lusquau
l1l09/2001(sauf BULL)
\O D|/0005-ESP, date cl6ture pour offres 23lM2001
€oalure confat pr6vu 07200'1
)v00774
]ULL t1 to9t2002
.ot 5 Marnl sysl rnl propnet (4eme rang cascade)
ttoot/3 t1to912001 .ot 3 Dev/marnt syst tnf (3eme rang Gscade)
)v00776
OGICA 1togDOO2




.ol 1- Etud6 (ler rang escade)
ol 3 D6v/marnl sysl rnf (lerrang Gscde)
01 6 SeryEes svsl rnf (2eme rano osadel




.or b serures syst rnr (ler rang cascade)
.ol 1 Etudes (2ame rang cascade)
.i 4 tuv/m.ht svsl dfirKron 13Fm. r.nd.a<nedpl
)uoo7a0
iIFMFNS NIXDOEF
t1l092001 .ot 5 Marnt sysl rnf propna (3eme Eng €scade)
)v00781
;OPM t1togDoo2
.ol z uev/marnt petls sy$ rnl (zeme rang 
€scade)
\tug tvz t11092001 .0t 5 Marnt syst rnf propn6i (2dme rang mscade)
)u00783
-RASYS :1109n001t1lognoo2
.ot 2 uev/marnt peils sysl rnl (ler rang @scade)
ot 4 Dev/marnt syst drffuson (ler rang €scade)
.t 3 D6v/mr,^l <v<l l^f r2.nc rrnd.-..dFl
(Admrn ServeuE el ;IEMENS NIXDORF t3loa12002
onrat sEne sune a un appel o'ofres \ prolongerJusquau 03/06/2002 (preparaton Ao 0107
I-Support)
iRC (De Vrendtl
;ERCO (ex TECNODATA ITALIA)
ontal srgne sufe a un appel o'onres tolonge de 29 mors a panr dU 04/08/2000lusquaU
r3/012003 (DdDaraton AO 0107 lT'Suooon)
iRC (De Vnendt)
INFORMATIOUE (Sl (fulur SYNAPS) 2t07t2002
uonlEE sqres su[e a un appel dofres
Ech6an@s a venfrer
ptolonget )usq! au 22lu I l2gu2 iRo {De Vnendt)
[rS ou srmrlatre
\u uiluu13 I-5lD dale clolure pourotrres
9/042001. contat Drdvu oour rurllet 2001
ts (Gfltsch





DISPOSITIOI{ PAR LES SERVICES TECHNIQUES
].I ASSURANCE DE I.A OUAUTE
STMT CONSULTANCY JARTNER GROUP
onIEI Sgne sule a une proceoufe negocree ,onrat termrne E 3u/ub/zooo
\O Dl/0012 RACIST en preparaton
jEr (HrrDen)
)SC COMPUTER SC 29110t2002
29110t2003
ot 6 Consubn@ geston quah6 @anI
1.2 IELECOililUNlcAnON - lnffiuctuE
IETRONICS (ex-WANG, ex OLSY) 1?,0812002
iontaN sqnes sule a un appel dotrres
-ot 1 Call DEpalch pour les DGs (Bxles et Lux)




5/3/03 ot 2 Call Drpatch Help Desk Central Bxl loonge 0e JU mors a pantr 0u u4/11/zuuuJusquau






prolonger lusqu'au 31/1 ZIzUUz iRc (De vnendl)
)v01074 (ancren 97/10[X D 1)
.ELINDUS 29t0912002
prolonger tusqu'au 29/09/2002 ;RC (De Vfiendu
equrpement marntenance
Lols 1 et 7




proonger lusqu au zblr r/rouz iHU (Ue Vnendu
16novaton
equrpement marntenance
Lois 2 et 3
n/0 tu/6 (ancEn 9//tut^ u t)
}ELGACOM 17 t12t2042
17 t1212003
ptolonget lusqu'au 1 ll12l2ou2 tRc (ue vnenot)
Geston des sales de lel&o )u01076 (anoen 96/07/lX C 1)
iIEMENS ATEA
u2an2 rouveile AU en prepara(on @ntrat prevu pour Ttn zuQ
AUOIOVISUELS
AO Dl/0009 (exDll9809) en preparaton pour
rudrovrsual equrpmenl (conkat prevu pour fin 2001) trousmEche)
n/01073 (ancen 9711onx D 1)
.RANSPDNET VIDEOCOM







km3lr OoNledlffi.m.fidil. rtu ffictlX
1,3 cof ilUNICATION - Aut!.
ontrats sgnes sufe aux proedures n4ooes
}.3 SUPPORT BUREAUTIQUE
INFRASTRUCIURE \RIANE II t411112002
4t11t2003
,ontrats srgnes sute a un appel d ofires
.ot 5 non afrnbu6 (suppod rngenEne sw)

















,onvars sgnes surc a un apper o omes





.ot 2 Marnt et devel systemes geston Personnel
.ot 3 Marnt et devel systdmes gestron Frnances






ot 4 Marnt et devel systemes qeston Lerstque
.ot 5 Marni et devel syslemes geston Documenlalre
.ot 7 Suppod systemes geston Lerstque

















;onlrab sqnes su[e a un appel d ofres
ot 1 lP nefuork serurces








.ot J Lrarson enre e reseau des rnsllulons et
lnlernel
louveau au a preparer (vPN lechnrque) H (Jonay)
SEUUKI I E RTSEAUA
rSvstemes de secuatel iEMA GROUP lex TELIS)
2122100 ontrat srgne sude a un appel d'offres ras a prolonqer frn du contral 2211212000
SURE
!TMSOFT
1 0/6/0 1 ' Contat sgne suile a un appel d'offres
. concerne DG lX et Dl





StategE, avrs favorable CCAM n" 97/2000 - AO CISS date clolure pour oftes 06/03/2001
















Contat srgn6 sute e un appel d'otrres Dl/9903
\O a preparer debutanl 09/2001 lremarque de la





. Contat srqne sune a un appel d offres DI/9903
I TLLPHONIT MOtsILE (L






- Conirat s gne sude a un app€l d'offres Dl/9903
ieanl I R (Krommes)
(Lot 2 - Outgorng nat calls tr
Belgrum)
I OBAI ONF 23t11t200/-
23t11n005
- Contral sqne su[e a un appel d offres Dl/9901
I H (Krommes/uaroon)








- Contral sgne sute a un appel d offres Dl/9901
leant







- Contral srgne sufie a un appei d'offres DU9901
l6ant fR (Krommes/Cardon)
I ELEPHUNIE VUUALE




- Contrat srgn6 sute a un appel d'offres DU9901
H (KrOmmes/uardon)
I ELEHHUNIE VUUALE
(Lot 6 Outgorng nat calls I ]LOBAL ONE 23t11t200/-
2311112005
231111200617 l8
- Contrat srqne su(e a un appel d'offres Ol/9901
R (Krommes/uardon)
UAXXIEK NE I WUKT
SERVICE }ELGACOM







)5to7t2001 Serur@ repns par la Dl depurs le 01/01/1999 rorongalon + AU Nr r 5 (New rnternar Grpnone K (^rommes)
Computer telephony
lntaflr:i,.n ct.,tadE. )ONSULT 1077
10/092000 R (KrOmmes)
cablage a Luxembourg n/1049
)O[,IPAQ 1411212002
incEn @nral v//uo/t  u I
)ontrat srgne sufe a un appel d'ofres
\ proongerlusqu au r4lrzruuz (a ilre





jontrets srgnes SUte a un appel d ofres
;TOCOMEST
Uontral srgne sute a une proc$ure negoc6e (d la
su[e du contal Dl/00721 MFDATA MANAGT)
leant
UUALI I Y MANAUEMEN
SOFTWARE }MC SOFTWARE 19t10t2002
onlrat srqne sune a un appel 0 offes prolongrer )c (DeasY)
SeMces rnformaiques DYNAI/ICS
tral srgne suile a un appel d'ofres
1 Suppod pour I'acces au Courner electronrque
de la Commrssron







23189 lonfat sqne su(e a une procedurc negooee
-@oElde s6cude
,aa oe pro@ngaton pour @ proou[ JU (Ueasy)
)our memolrc
-ogrcEls tournant exclusvementsur les ddtnateuc du)M Centre ler IBM)
,our memotre




w2to0 ,onra6 sEn6 sule a un appq 0 ores
-ol 1 Suppod de systdmes IJNIX
:ont€t lermrne. z u5 encore JUsqu au Jt/uc/zuur JU (Ueasy)
u00759 il21tOO .ot 2 Geston des dro6 d'aGds aux bass de
donn6es de la Commrssbn
lermrne te 21lug/zuuu iHU (De Vnendl)
,[uu/c6
)FFIS
lontat temrne b 281082000 )C (&asy)
\no712
iUROPEAN DYNAMICS
1 0/8/00 .ot 4 Gestron des setoeurc M \o uugglu wsM en cou6, contral prevu pour in man )0 (ueasy)
{TRASOFT











ot22too .ot 5 suppon du systhe d'expbnaton GCosS )ontrat temrne le 221 0/2000 )C (Deasy)
(Dab Cente) )cE
uonral s€ne sune a un appel d offes
Contat rnftal avec SIEMENS NIXDORF
Tobngelusquau 15/04/2001 (Avrs CCAM













Contral sgn€ surte a un appel d'offres
0l/01r16 = SWfor MS produds
Ol/01117 = SWfor dher then MS produtr
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Les classes de produits et les statuts de produits
Le product management a pour objet la gestion compldte du cycle de vie des produits
informatiques (identifi6s par le nom et le num6ro de version): la s6lection, la mise en euvre et le
retrait.
La s6lection d'un produit se fait en tenant compte des besoins collectifs des utilisateurs, de
l'int6gration technique avec I'architecture informatique et la base install6e, et dans le respect des
proc6dures d'acquisitions tout en veillant d un rapport co0t opportunit6 optimum.
La mise en @uvre d'un produit couvre la commande, l'installation, la formation et le support.
Le retrait couvre le d6classement du produit et une strat6gie de migration des applications qui
I'utilisent.
Les produits informatiques sont r6partis en trois familles:
<Hardware and Operating System) pour I'infrastructure de base, et <Office automation and
document management> et <lnformation systems infrastructure> pour I'infrastructure de
gestion de I'information. Au-dessus de ces familles de produits se construisent les systdmes de
gestion de I'information dans le cadre du project management.
Le contenu de ces trois familles de produits est publi6 r6gulidrement. A chaque produit correspond
un statut et une classe.
Les statuts suivants correspondent aux diff6rentes 6tapes de la vie d'un produit:
EV s'applique aux produits en 6valuation (tests, phases pilote) avec un support ad hoc 6ventuel, et
d 6viter de mettre en euvre dans des environnements op6rationnels. Les tests sont pilot6s ou
autoris6s par un product manager et un rapport doit 6tre produit.
OP s'applique aux produits op6rationnels; le support est d6termin6 par la classe du produit.
PO s'applique aux produits en fin de cycle de vie technologique <phased out> dont le retrait est
proche. Le support de ces produits est maintenu comme des produits OP, mais avec une tendance
d la baisse et il est d6conseill6 d'investir dans leur utilisation.
AD s'applique aux produits d d6classer dans le cadre des proc6dures de d6classement
applicables.
Les classes suivantes sont appliqu6es aux produits de statut OP et PO:
La classe A d6signe les protocoles, interfaces et formats dont la mise en @uvre est obligatoire
pour des raisons d'architecture.
La classe B d6signe les produits d'int6r6t g6n6ral couvrant les besoins communs aux directions
g6n6rales. La liste des produits offre un 6ventail raisonnable de produits permettant d'offrir le
support central demand6 et de couvrir les besoins. Pour des raisons d'efficacit6 du support,
l'objectif est de s6lectionner un seul produit de classe B (OP) par type de besoin.
La classe G d6signe les produits correspondant d des besoins sp6cifiques dont il a 6t6 justifi6
qu'ils sont non couverts par les produits de classes A et B. Ces produits ne b6n6ficient pas d'un
support garanti. Toutefois, si leur utilisation se g6n6ralise, le passage en classe B doit 6tre 6tudi6.
Ilardware and Operating Systems
LOCAL OPERATING SYSTEMS
(*) : conformes au standard delure ISO (POSX 1003) compl6t6 par les sp6cificatrons UNIX 95rNr de l'Open Group
WORKSTATIONS and CLIENT OPERATING SYSTEMS
Product family managers :
P. Him DG ECFIN/ J.P. Lambot DV3-STB
2 juillet 2001
Plodrctname Ch$e Strtut Comrmnts
Windows 95 B PO PC Portables
Windows NT Workstation 4.0 B OP PC Desktop + Portables
Windows NT Server 4.0 B OP Serveurs bureautiques
Windows NT Server 4.0 B OP Serveurs applicatifs / bases de donn6es
Windows 2000 Professional EV PC Desktop + Portables
Windows 2000 Server & Advanced Server EV Serveurs bureautiques / applicatifs /
bases de donn6es
UNIX divers (-) B PO Serveurs bureautiques
UNIX divers (.) B OP Serveurs applicatifs / bases de donn6es
Prduct neme OpentngsyrHns Clecae StNtut Conunsnts
OLIVETTIM4.166 WINDOWS NT B AD/ Desktop
SNI Scenic Pro M5/166 WINDOWS NT B AD Desktop
OLIVETTI M2-233 MT, WINDOWS NT B AD/OP(1) Desktop
OLIVETTI M6OOO MT, MTOOO MT WINDOWS NT B OP Desktop
SIEMENS Scenic 865 WINDOWS NT B OP Desktop
SIEMENS Scenic XL WINDOWS NT B OP Desktop
SIEMENS Scenic L81Sep, PM WINDOWS NT B oP(.) Desktop
OLIVETTI Echos 133S WINDOWS 95 B AD Portable
SNI Scenic Mobile 700 WINDOWS 95 B AD/OP(1) Portable+Docking Station
TOSHIBA Satellite Pro 4xx CDT WINDOWS NT B OP Portable
TOSHIBA Tecra 8000 DMT WINDOWS NT B OP Portable
Toshiba Satellite Pro 4280, 4320. 4340 WINDOWS NT B OP Portable
Toshiba Satellie Pro , 4600 WINDOWS NT B oP(.) Portable
COMPAQ ARMADA 7770 WINDOWS NT B OP Portable+Docking Station
COMPAQ ARMADA 74OO WINDOWS NT B OP Portable+Docking Station
COMPAO MTOO WINDOWS NT B oPr) Portable+Docking station
(*) Equipements pour les nouvelles acqursitions(1) Seuls les PC desktoD etPortables de ce tvpe acquis en 1997 ou avant sont classes AD (susceptrbles de radiation de l\nventaire 
- 
sous ri'sen.c dq bonne fin d.
la ptqeti!urcjqllqclqs.€!nenl)
Ilardware and Operating Systems
Product family managers :
P. Hirn DG ECFIN/ J.P. Lambot DV3-STB
2 juillet 2001
LOCAL SERVERS
Product name CPU llode! Opera0ng systems Clagse Statut Comments
BULL Escala Mxxx, Dxxx, Rxxx PowerPC AIX41 B AD/OP(1)
DIGITAL Prioris HX xxxxMP/Prioris ZX lntel Pentium /PentiumPro Windows NT/SCO OS 5 B AD/OP(1)
DIGITAL Server 7100 lntel PentiumPro Windows NT/SCO OS 5 B OP
DIG ITAL AlphaServerl xxx/4xx></8xxx DEC AXP Digftal Unix B AD/OP(1)
HP NetServer 6/xxx and S/xxx lntel PentiumPro Windows NT B AD(1) Prolets GED





8500 HP-UX c OPC)
ICL SuperServer Hxxxs/Kxxxs Sparc NX V7 Mplus B AD(1)
NCR Entry Level Servers Sxx lntel Pentium UNIX SRV4 B AD(1)
NCR WorldMark 4xxx lntel Pentium UNIX SRV4 B AD(1)
OLIVETTI SNX Systema 460RS lntel Pentium SCO ODT3/ SCO OS 5 B AD(1)
OLIVETTI NetStrada 7000 lntel PentiumPro Windows NT/SCO 0S 5 B AD(1)
SNI Pnmergy xxx lntel Pentium sco os 5 B AD(1)
SNI Primergy 870-40 lntel Pentium lll Xeon Windows NT B OP
SNI Pnmergy K400/N800 lntel Pentium lll Xeon Wrndows NT B oP(")
SNI RM 400-Cxx Mrps R4400 MC Reliant UNIX 5.43 B AD/OP(1)
SNI RM lOOO Mips R4400 Relrant UNIX 5.43 B AD/OP(1)
SNI RM 300/600-Exx Mips R10000 Reliant UNIX 5.43 B AD/OP(1)
SUN Enterprise 1/2 (UltraServer 1/2) UltraSparc SOLARIS 2.x B AD/OP(1)
SUN Enterprise 3000/3500/4000/5000 UltraSparc SOLARIS 2.x B AD/OP(1)
SU N Enterprise 220R1250 I 420R1 450 UltraSparc ll SOLARIS 2.x/7/8 B oP(.)
CENTRAL SERVERS and OPERATING SYSTEMS
Prcduct name CPU ITIOdEI Operatng Syotems Gla$e Stetut Commonts
AMDAHL GS-732 IBM System 390 os/390 2.6 B PO DI.DC
BULL ESCALA R4O4 PowerPC Atx 4.3 B PO DI-DC
BULL ESCALA EPC/S4OO PowerPC Atx 4.3 B PO DI-DC
DIGITAL Prions ZX 6200 PentiumPro Wrndows NT B OP DI-DC
DIGITAL Server 7100MP PentiumPro Windows NT B OP DI-DC
HP Superdome PA-8600 HP.UX 11.i B OP Dr-DC
HP e0o0 (N4o0o) PA-8600 HP-UX 11 i B oP(.) DI-DC
SIEMENS S-120 BS2000 - v1 0//OSD2/OSD3/OSD4 B PO DI-DC
SNI Pnmergy 870-40 lntel Pentium lll Xeon Windows NT B oP(.) DI.DC
SNI RM 3OO Mrps R10000 Reliant UNIX 5.45 B OP DI-DC
sNt RM 600-E60/E70 Mrps R10000 Reliant UNIX 5.45 B OP DI-DC
SNI RM 6OO.E8O Mips R12000 Reliant UNIX 5.45 B OP DI-DC
SUN 3OOO SuperSparc Solans 2 6/Solaris 8 B OP DI-DC
SUN Enterprise 6000 UltraSparc Solaris 2 G/Solaris 8 B OP DI-DC
SUN Enterprise 10000 UltraSparc Solaris 2.6iSolaris 8 B OP DI-DC
SU N Enterprise 220-250 I 420-450 UltraSparc ll Solarrs 8 B oP(") DI-DC
(*) Equlpements pour les nouvelles acqulslttons(1) Seulslesserveursacqulsenl99Touavantsontclass6sAD(susceptrblesderadratrondel'rnventarre-sousr6servedebonnefindelaproc6durede
d6classement )
Hardware and Operafing Systems
Product family managers :
P. Him DG ECFIN/ I.P. Lambot DV3-STB
2 juillet 200 1
PRINTERS
Produc{name Operadng eyrhnr Clcsa Statut &mmmtr
lntetface, protocol, standad
Adobe Postscript A OP
HP-PCL 3, 4, 5 et 6 A OP
Portable prlntelt
HP DeskJet 310, 320 WINDOWS NT B AD Portable: N&B: HP-PCL3
HP DeskJet 340, 340CBl WINDOWS NT B AD/OP(1) Portable: N&B: HP-PCL3
HP DeskJet 350C, 350CBl WINDOWS NT B oP(.) Portable; N&B: HP-PCL3
Personal and small workgtoup prlntors
HP DeskJet 510, 520, 540, 550,600 WINDOWS NT B AD Personal; N&B; HP-PCL3
HP DeskJet 1200 WINDOWS NT B AD Personal; N&B; HP-PCL3
HP LaserJet lllP WINDOWS NT B AD Personal; N&B; HP-PCLS
HP LaserJet 4L WINDOWS NT B AD Personal; N&B; HP-PCLS
HP LaserJet 5L, 5P WINDOWS NT B AD/OP(1) Personal; N&B; HP-PCLS
HP LaserJet 6L, 6P WINDOWS NT B AD/OP(1) Personal; N&B; HP-PCL5
HP LaserJet 1100 WINDOWS NT B OP Personal; N&B; HP-PCLS
HP LaserJet 1200/1200N WINDOWS NT B oP(.) Personal; N&B; HP-PCL6 et Postscript
HP LaserJet 21 00/21 00TN/21 00M WINDOWS NT B OP Small workgroup;N&B: HP-PCL6 ou Postscriol
HP LaserJet 2200D l2200OT I2200DTN/2200DN WINDOWS NT B oPf) Small workgroup;N&B: HP-PCL6 et Postscriot
Sharcd Black&Whlte printers
HP LaserJet lllSi WINDOWS NT/UNIX B AD Shared; N&B; HP-PCL3
HP LaserJet 4,4M,4P Plus, 4M Plus WINDOWS NT/UNIX B AD Shared; N&B; HP-PCL 5 ou Postscript
HP LaserJet 4Si/SiMX //MV WINDOWS NT/UNIX B AD Shared; N&B; HP-PCL 5 ou Postscript
HP LaserJet 5, 5N, 5M WINDOWS NT/UNIX B AD/OP(1) Shared; N&B ; HP-PCL 6 ou Postscript
HP LaserJet sSi/SiMX WINDOWS NT/UNIX B AD/OP(1) Shared; N&B; HP-PCL 5 ou Postscript
HP LaserJet 4000/4000T/4000N/4000TN WINDOWS NT/UNIX B OP Shared; N&8, HP-PCL6 et Postscript
HP LaserJet 4050/4050T/4050N/4050TN WINDOWS NT/UNIX B OP Shared; N&B, HP-PCL6 et Postcripl
HP LaserJet 4'l 00/41 00T/41 00TN/41 00DTN WINDOWS NT/UNIX B oPr) Shared; N&B; HP-PCL 6 et Postscript
HP LaserJet 5000/5000N/5000GN WINDOWS NT/UNIX B oP(.) Shared; N&8, HP-PCL6 (A3) et Postscripl
HP LaserJet 8000/8000N/8000DN WINDOWS NT/UNIX B OP Shared; N&8, HP-PCLO (A3) et Postscripl
HP LaserJet 81 00/81 00N/81 00DN WINDOWS NT/UNIX B OP Shared; N&B, HP-PCL6 (A3) et Postscripl
HP LaserJet 81 50/81 50n/8'l 50dn WINDOWS NT/UNIX B oP(.) Shared; N&B, HP-PCLO (A3) et Postscript
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Hardware and 0perating Systems
Product family managers :
P. Him DG ECFIN/ J.P. Lambot DV3-STB
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PRINTERS (contnued)
Pmductnem Open0ngsyrbm Ch$e Sffirt Gonrmentr
Peponal color prlntens
HP DeskJet 550C, 560C, 660C WINDOWS NT B AD Personal, color; HP-PCL3 (low-end)
HP DeskJet, 690C,695C, 710C WINDOWS NT B OP Personal; color; HP-PCL3 (low-end)
HP DeskJet 840C, 850C, 870Cxi WINDOWS NT B AD/OP(1) Personal; color; HP-PCL3 (high-end)
HP DeskJet 890Cxi, 895Cxi, 970 Cxi WINDOWS NT B OP Personal; color; HP-PCL3 (high-end)
HP DeskJet 990 Cxi WINDOWS NT B oPr) Personal; color; HP-PCL3 (high-end)
HP DeskJet 1100C, 1'120C WINDOWS NT B OP Personal; color; HP-PCL3 (A3)
HP DeskJet 1220Cxi, 1220clps WINDOWS NT B oP() Personal; color; HP-PCL3(A3) ou Postscript
Sharod color prlntep
HP DeskJet 1200C, 1600C WINDOWS NT/UNIX B AD/OP(1) Shared; color; HP-PCL3
HP DeskJet 2000C/2000CN WINDOWS NT/UNIX B OP Shared; color; HP-PCL3
HP Business lnkjet 2200xi WINDOWS NT/UNIX B oPc) Shared, color: HP-PCL3
H P Business ln$el 2250 I 22501n WINDOWS NT/UNIX B oPf) Shared; color; HP-PCLS et Postscript
HP DeskJet 2500C/2500CM WINDOWS NT/UNIX B oP(.) Shared; color; HP-PCLS et Postscript (A3)
O'lher prlntarc
MT 660/690 UNIX B OP lmprimante d chaine
OCE 66xx UNIX B OP HP-PCL3 ou Postscript
sNt 9014 WINDOWS NT B OP Multicopy forms printing
Tr (xL) PS 17lPS 35 UNIX B OP Postscript
OLIVETTI DM 624 WINDOWS NT C OP Multicopy forms printing
(*) Equrpements pour les nouvelles acquisttions
( I ) Sculcs les tmpnmantr:s acqulses cn I 996 ou avant sont class6es AD (susccpltbles dc radtaturn dc I'lnlcntauc -- sous r6sr:rve de bonne (in dc la procidurc de
ddclassement )
Productname Open0ngeyrem Clsse Stitut Commentt
HP SCANJET IIP, IIIP WINDOWS NT B OP
HP SCANJET llC, llCx, lllC WINDOWS NT B OP
HP SCANJET 5P WINDOWS NT B OP
HP SCANJET 5100C, 6100C, 6200C, 6250C WINDOWS NT B OP
HP SCANJET 6300C/ 6350C/6390C WINDOWS NT B oP(.)
Fujitsu M309x/M409x series WINDOWS NT/Unix B oPc) Projets GED, ADONIS
Hardware and Operating Systems
Product family managers :
P. Him DG ECFIN/ I.P. Lambot DV3-STB
2 juillet 2001
SCANNERS
BAR CODE REAT'ERAND PRINTER
OFFICE EQUIPTENTS (far, photocopier, ...)
Produciname OpentngrpUnt Chsro St!tut Commentt
PSC 5310 HP (PSC) Handheld laser scanner B oP(.) Projet ELS
Trakker 9440 (lntermec) Handheld terminal B PO Prolet ELS
Janus 2010 (lntermec) Handheld terminal B OPC) Projet ELS
Easycoder 3400 (lntermec) Bar code printer B oPc) Projet ELS
Prpduct name Type Gluo Sffirt Gommenli
CANON 1500,1600,1800 FAX B OP
CITIZEN 440 DP Office calculator B OP
NASCO 2400 Office calculator B OP
MINOLTA EP1OsO/EP 1083 Photocopier B OP 0- 5 Kcop/month 15 A4lm
AGFA X31O Photocopier B OP 5-20 Kcop/month 35 A4lm
CANON NP6O5O Photocopier B OP 20-35 Kcop/month 50 A4lm
CANON NP6O62 Photocopier B OP 35-55 Kcop/month 62 A4lm
CANON NP6O85 Photocopier B OP 55-'100 Kcop/month 85 A4lm
CANON CLC 7OO Photocopier colour B PO 4-8 Kcop/month; 5 A4lm
CANON CLC 1000 Photocopier colour B OP 5-50 Kcop/month; 31 A4lm
MINOLTA CF 9OO Photocopier colour B OP < SKcop/month 6 A4lm
ocE 2600 Photocopier B OP 100-500 Kcop/month 100 A4lm
ocE 3165 Photocopier multi-fonction B OP > 40 Kcop/month, 65 A4lm
RANKXEROX 5690 Photocopier B OP > 500 Kcop/month 135 A4lm
RANK XEROX Docutech Photocopier B OP >500 Kcop/month 135 A4lm
Assmann M800, M205, MC8 REP. Cassette B OP
DICTAPHONE 270 REP. Cassette B OP
TRIUMPH-ADLER TA 4OO/TA 410 Typewriter B OP
(') Equipements pour les nouvelles acqursrtions
Ilardware and Operating Systems
Product family managers :
P. Him DG ECFIN/ J.P. Lambot DI/3-STB
2 juillet 2001
LAN INTEGRATION PRODUCTS
Ploduct narne Open6ngsytbmc Classe ttltut Gornmentr
NETBIOS A OP




NFS UNIX, BS2OOO, MVS/ESA, VM/ESA B OP
HUMMINGBIRD NFS Maesho WINDOWS NT Workstation B PO
Diskshare lntergraph WINDOWS NT Server B PO
Advanced Server for Unix (Bull, NCR, SNl, SCO) UNIX c PO
VisionFS (SCO) UNIX B PO
ETIULATORS




w 220 A OP
X 11.5 or hrgher A OP
X WINDOWS A OP
eXceed/VV WINDOWS NT B OP
LOG - WS (9750 emulator) WINDOWS NT B OP
RUMBA 3270 WINDOWS NT B OP
TerWinal WINDOWS NT B OP
SYSTE]' TIAI{AGEIIIENT PRODUCTS
Product name Oporatng syrbrm Ch.c. Stitut Gommcntr
SNMP A OP
NetCon (Computer Associates) WINDOWS NT B PO
Aim lT (Computer Associates) WINDOWS NT B OP
Networker (Legato) UNIX, WINDOWS NT Server B OP
Alexandria (Sterling Software / Computer Associates) PYRAMID UNIX DCOSx, SCO C OP
Diskeeper (Executive Software) WINDOWS NT Server B OP
Quota manager (NTP Software) WINDOWS NT Server B PO
Quota Advisor (Wquinn Associates) WINDOWS NT Server B OP
0&0 Defrag (O&O Software GmbH) WINDOWS NT Workstation B OP
Remote Desktop (Network Associates) WINDOWS NT Workstatron / Server B OP
GHOST (Symantec) WINDOWS NT Workstation / Server B OP
Operatron Manager suite & Administratron products (NetlQ) WINDOWS NT B OP
Hyena (Adkins Resources) WINDOWS NT C OP
SMS (Microsofl) WINDOWS NT Server C OP Data Centre (CSD) elDG BUDG
Patrol (BMC Software) Unix c OP Data Centre (Monitoring
and Alarm Manaoement)
MSCS (Microsoft cluster) WINDOWS NT Server B OP
Unix cluster software (drvers) Unix C OP
Double Take (Sterling Software/Computer Associates) WINDOWS NT Server EV
Hardware and Operating Systems
Product family managers :
P. Him DG ECFIN/ J.P. Lambot DV3-STB
2 juillet 200 1
SECURITY
Pmduc{nemo Opemffng syrtsns I clesse Statut Gommentr
ldentifica0on / Authentf,caUon rcnforc6e
Carte d puce: SLE44CR80S (UTIMACO) WINDOWS 95 / WINDOWS NT / UNIX PO incore disponible
Carte d puce: SLE66CX1605 (UTIMACO) WINDOWS 95 / WINDOWS NT / UNIX B OP
Lecteur Carte d puce UTI MACO CardMan ll
Comoact (C2C-SER) WINDOWS 95MINDOWS NT B OP
Lecteur Carte d puce UTI MACO CardMan
Mobile (C2C-PCC) WINDOWS 95 / WINDOWS NT B OP
DigiPassT00 WINDOWS 95 / WINDOWS NT C OP DI/TR
Journallsation, Monltorlng, Alerb
Security Manager suite (NetlQ) WINDOWS NT EV
INTRUDER ALERT
(AXENT TECHN)
WINDOWS NT / UNIX EV )rend en compte un ensemble large
ie composants du Sl (NT, UNIX,
:ireWall, Proxies, etc.) et comporte




WINDOWS 95, WINDOWS NT,
UNIX (or6vu) EV
rlus orient6 Logging (CF. projet
-AURE).
NETWORK MONITORING SUITE
1I ANWARE) WINDOWS NT EV
Suite logicielle (CF. protet LAURE).
PATROL (BMC Software) WINDOWS NT / UNIX EV Possibilrt6 d'ajout de "KnowledgeModules" (cf. Proiet LAURE).
SysBmes d'audlt
TIGER-COPS UNIX PO
TRIPWIRE UNIX / WINDOWS NT B OP Version commerciale
PC-UNIX-AUDIT WINDOWS NT (Audit UNIX) c OP Remplace TIGER-COPS
KANE SECURIry ANALYST WINDOWS NT c OP
SATAN UNIX / WINDOWS NT PO
ISS-SCANNER (ISS) WINDOWS NT (Audrt UNIX,
WINDOWS NT, FireWall, Web) c OP Usage sous contr6le SPS-SI
REALSECURE (ISS) WINDOWS NT (FireWall, Audit Real
Time) EV )ar DI-TR / SPS-SI
NETRECON (AXENT) WINDOWS NT (Audrt UNIX,





CRYPTOFAX c OP Domaine classifi6
Mat6riel TEMPEST c OP Domaine classifi6
DEGAUSSER D6magn6tiseurs 
pour supports
maon6tinr ras EV Par SPS/Sl
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Product family managers:
F. KODECK SG / C. D'ASCANIO DI-STB
03 octobre 2001
ARCHITECTURAL SPECI FICATIONS
Product name Environnenrent (*) Classe Status Comments
UNICODE A OP
oLE 2.0 A OP
MS-Word97 file format MS NT WS A OP
MS-Excel97 file format MS NT WS A OP
MS-Powerpoint9T fi le format MS NT WS A OP
HTML 4 01 MS NT WS, Unix A OP Europa / Europa +
Recommandation de v6nfier toujours la
compatibilit6 d'affichage avec les diffdrents
navioateurs
css 1.0 MS NT WS, Unix A OP Europa / Europa +
Recommandatron de v6rifier toujours la
compatibilit6 d'affichage avec les diff6rents
navioaterrrs
SGML MS NT WS, Unix A OP
Adobe PDF 1.3 MS NT WS A OP Nouveau format introduit par Acrobat V.4
Voir note ci dessus
WORD PROCESSING
PmductnalTle Environnement Classs. Status Commentr
Office 97 / Word 97 MS NT WS B OP
Office 2000/ Word 2000 SR1 MS NT WS EV
Office XP/ Word 2002 MS NTWS EV
SPREADSHEET
Product name Environnement Clatse Slatus Comments
Office 97 / Excel 97 MS NT WS B OP
Office 2000/ Excel 2000 SR1 MS NTWS EV
Office XP/ EXcel 2002 MS NTWS EV
PRESENTATIONS
Frodud nams Environnen6nt Claese $tatus Commert*
Office 97 / Powerpoint 97 MS NTWS B OP
Offtce 2000/ PowerPoint 2000 SR1 MS NTWS EV
Ofiice XP/ PowerPoint 2002 MS NTWS EV
AGENDA
Pfdust narne Envirorr€rsffi "Chsse, srm$ usr?rpru&
Outlook 2000 MS NT WS B OP Projet INSEM 3 - version SRt disponible
Office XP/ Outlook 2002 MS NTWS EV
GRAPHICSTOOLS
Protksl fiamg .8rulxyffiftI.' Glfi88s SEers SoN8trrd{rs.
vtsto 2000 MS NTWS B OP Procidure 6crite pour passage en Classe B
Corel Draw 8 MS NT WS OP
Adobe Photoshoo 5 MS NT WS EV
INTERLEAF UNIX, MS DOS C OP
QuickSilver MS NT WS c OP Produit remplagant lnterleaf dans
l'environnement NT. Demand6 par la DG
ECFIN.
Office Automation and Documents Management
Product family managers:
F. KODECK SG / C. D'ASCANIO DI.STB
03 octobre 2001
DOCUilIENT EXCHANGE TOOLS
Muctname Eitffortr.rament ,ua8se $tatus Comments
ACROBAT ReaderV.S MS NTWS OP Version qui permet l'affichage du format
PDF 1.4
ACROBAT Reader V.4 MS NT WS B OP Dernidre version disponible : 4.05(avec suooort oour la recherche)
ACROBAT Distiller V.3 MS NT WS B OP/PO Passage en PO dds que la version 4 ou 5
Dassera en Classe B
ACROBAT Exchange V.3 MS NTWS B OP/PO Passage en PO dds que la version 4 ou 5
Dassera en Classe B
ACROBAT V.4 (Authoring suite) MS NT WS EV Ce produit a 6t6 retire du march6 par
Adobe.
ll a 6t6 remplac6 par la version 5, qui passe
en 6valuation. Voir note sur le sulet aux IRM
Juillet 2001
ACROBAT V.5 (Authoring suite) MS NTWS EV
VIEWERS
Prdx*lrwl&' 'Er$rrenrlsrH&* SIM' Mr* .Ailr*?ffi&."
Quickview+ 6 MS NTWS B OP
Quickview+ 5.11 MS NT WS B PO Sera retir6 dds pleine diffusion de la vers. 6
TULTILINGUAL TOOLS
Produd name Environnenrent Cla8s6 Statu$ Csrnns&
MF WINDOWS 5 MS NT WS B OP Multilingual kil
HT]UIL AUTHORING TOOLS
Froduct nanre Environnar6sf}t ClsBeg Slrtus g0mrft*n&
FrontPage 2000 MS NT WS B OP Les composants de Frontpage qui ne
produisent pas du contenu html standard ne
sont pas admis, ni support6s
Dernidre version recommand6e : SR1
Office XP/ Frontpage 2002 MS NTWS EV
FrontPage 98 MS NT WS B PO Les composants de Frontpage qui ne
produisent pas du contenu html standard ne
sont oas admis. ni suooort6s.
Eurolook/VVEB MS NT WS B OP Convertisseur du format Word en HTML
avec support pour la conversion des styles
et des templates Eurolook.
Nouvelle version 1.1 disponible depuis juin
2000 sur Softline et incluse dans la CRB 4.1
HoTMetaL Pro MS NTWS c OP Pour usage sp6cifique
WEB UTILMES &TOOLS
Producfn*rtt* Ein&suwment CIas$s &alus &llffi3tm
Linkbot 5 Pro MS NT WS c OP Demand6 par les Correspondants Europa
Linkbot Devetoper Edition MS NT WS c OP Demand6 par les Correspondants Europa
WebTrends MS NT WS c Logrciel de statistique pour les site web
WEB BROWSERS
Frcdu{*fltrne Envirnnnein*nt Cless Status ' {&rfitfefiu} - i' '-,'
lnternet Explorer 5 MS NT WS B OP Dernidre version recommand6e : 5.5 SP1
olus securitv oatch oour NIMDA
Netscape Communicator 4.7 MS NT WS c OP
Netscape 6 MS NT WS EV
lnternet Explorer 4 MS NT WS c PO
Office Automation and l)ocuments Management
Product family managers :
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PLUG.INS
Envfi$nn*ffssf* CBs!*' "sm*rs Sri*nit{ts
QuickTime 5 MS NT 4.x C OP (2) Disponibrlit6 du script d'installation Dl
pour Netscape 4.x et lE 5.x
QuickTime 4 MS NT 4.x C PO Voir (2)
Live Picture Viewer 3.2 MS NT 4.x c OP (1) Script d'installation disponible pour
Netscaoe 4-x
Shock Wave Flash 6.0.1 MS NT 4.x C OP Voir (1)
ViScape 5.62 SVR MS NT 4.x c OP Voir (2)
Neuron 5.02 Plug-in MS NT 4.x C OP Voir (1)
Real Player 7 MSNT4x C PO Voir (2)
Real Player 8 
- 
lntranet version MS NT 4.x c OP Voir (2)
Media Player 6 MS NT 4.x C OP Voir (2) Pour version plus r6cente que celle
qur vient avec lE 5.0
Media Player 8 MS NT 4.x OP Seulement le codec qui sera int6gr6 au
MediaPlayer 6
PRO'ECT MANAGEMENT
Environnarnsflt Clmge S&a&s Comns*tg
MS-Project 98 MS NT WS B OP
MS-Project 2000 MS NT WS EV Classe B d pr6votr.
ELECTRONIC ]UIAIL
Ftsduct nema Enyironn8rnsnl Clasre Status Commentg
SendMail (UTl MACO) MS NT WS EV En attente de la verston pour
Fvnhannc/Or rllook
Office XP/ Outlook 2002 MS NTWS EV
Outlook 2000 / Exchange 5.5 MS NT WS B OP
Outlook Express 5 MS NT WS EV Seulement pour accds aux newsgroup
COilITUNICATION'COLLABORATIVE TOOLS
B$durtnann Erwirannernent Ohsc6 $tat;s Somfrlonis
NetMeeting 3 MS NT WS EV
ocR
''F$&td,lwfie Elrrifl$insmor* "gagillt' Sht.l$ Oo$rngflS
OMNIPAGE MS Windows 3.'l / 95 / NT c OP
TEXIRIS MS Windows 3.1 / 95 / NT c OP
ADTINTSTRATIVE SOFTWARE PACKAGES
Bo&r,etnafiB Environilsment Cl&ss* Staffrs m&$rhnt3"
Euroforms MS NT WS B OP
Eurolook 3.7 
- 
3.9 MS NT WS B PO
Eurolook 4 MS NT 4.x B OP Dernidre version: 4 1
LegisWrite 4 MS NT WS B OP Dernrdre version: 4 5
OIIice Automation and Documents Management
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SECURITY & CRYPTOGRAFHY TOOLS
SAFEGUARD SIGN & CRYPT (UT|MACO) MS NT 4.x EV/OP Signature et chiffrement de fichiers et de
message e-mail.
Version int6gr6e avec le client INSEM 3 et
l'environnement NT/OFFICE 97
Classe B A or6voir.




MS NT 4.x EV/OP PKI : g6n6rateur de cl6s et certificat.
Version int6gr6e avec le client INSEM 3 et
l'environnement NT/OFFICE 97
Classe B a or6voir.
SAFEGUARD Advanced (UTIMACO) MS NTWS c OP Protection renforcde du poste de travail
SAFEGUARD Easy (UTIMACO) MS NTWS c OP Protection du poste de travail (Portable)
Rnnl nrotcclinn cl cncruntion drr hard dick
Stoplock NT Boot Protector (PCSL) MS NT 4.x EV Protection du poste de travail (Portable)
Boot orotection et encrvotion du hard disk
DiskNet (REFLEX) MS NT WS c OP
Ailfl.VIRUs
VirusScan Security Suite (VSS)comprend :
- VirusScan pour les desktops (NT)
- NetShield pour les serveurs de fichiers NT
et Unix
F-Secure AntiVirus de F-Secure
Information Systems Infrastructure
Product family managers :
W. BEURMS DG ENTR / R. RUIZ DE LA TORRE DI-STB
I I octobre 2001
Irl ldd lowan (con nec{vlty)
PruducinaDe Cla ffiE Emdrcnmrntr Gosunenir
Net 8 B OP MIS Windows 95/NT, Unix linked to Oracle 8
SOL- Net 2 B PO VS Windows 3.1/95/NT, Unix linked to Oracle 7
SOL-Net 1 B PO MS Windows 3.1, Unix to migrate, not supported
fuxedo c Unix used only in DG XXI
Object Transaction Server or application
seryer
EV REDIS II
Data Base management ryrbmr
Frcdrcf nene ch ffiE Ervllwnel*r &nurrgrtr
cMcLE 8.'l B OP Unix, Windows NT
CRACLE 8.0 B OP Unix, Windows NT
CRACLE 7.X B PO Unix, Windows NT Full support ends: 31/1?2000
Extended suDoort ends: 31/'1212003
cMcLE 6.0 B PO Unix not supported, migration to be planned
qDABAS C 2.2 B PO Unix
ADABAS C 5.2 B OP BS2OOO, MVS Running on PO OS
SQL Server c OP Windows NT Used as a black-box by a packaged
aoolication (to be used as it is)
Re&leval and document management syrbmr
Frcduc{nmrr CIE ffiI. Eltdrmnq$r Comnentr
SEARCHSeTeT (Fullcrum) B OP Unix, Windows NT Windows NT evaluation to be done
SRACLE intermedia / CONTEXT c OP Unix, Windows NT
r'ERITY SEARCH c OP Unix, Windows NT cnly CC for Web indexing
\CTION WORKFLOW B OP Windows 95/NT, Unix Framework contract available
]ANAGON 2OOO B OP v1/indows 95/NT, Unix Framework contract available
{YPERVAWE EV rJnix, Windows NT Prototype until end 98
loRrs EV to be used in CELEX
)oRoDoc c PO Jnix-Oracle
3ASIS c PO lC:852000
-ocal : Unix
Conf, guradon tanagement tools
Fmdrotnmto Gb t[*n &l*ronnr*r M
VIS VISUAL SOURCE SAFt c OP MS Windows 95/NT rse specially with Microsoft tools
]VCS C OP MS Windows 95/NT Recommended use: large projects and co.
rrdination of several small proiects
3d generatlon languages
Plductnale CNU 8ffirr Envtunrwrtr Commntl
c, C++ B OP rll OS
JAVA B OP all OS REDIS II
APL c OP Unix, Windows Jsed in EUROSTAT
[/lARKIT c OP Unix, Windows
COBOL C OP AII OS
FORTRAN c OP AIIOS
Information Systems Infrastructure
Product family managers:
W. BEURMS DG ENTR / R. RUIZ DE LA TORRE DI-STB
I I octobre 2001
'lth generafl on Envlrcnment
Alo*6ffi Ohr fiirhil Em&ommh Oommil*
loldFusion B OP VS Windows NT, Unix
)OWERBUILDER 6 B OP ?? VS Windows 3.'ll95/NT, Unix
)EVELOPER/2OOO 2.0 B OP MS Windows 3.'tl95/NT, Unix Cnly Oracle context
VISUAL BASIC 6.0 B OP VIS Windows 95/NT A/indows integration
MIS-ACCESS 97 B OP MS Windows 95/NT :nd-user tool
I4S-ACCESS 97 and ODE B OP MS Windows 95/NT Sffice developer tool
NATURAL 2.2 B OP Mainframes
NATURAL 2.2 B PO Unix
Case tools
lttdrsilrlxrx CLs 3ilrtE tuhom*Sr Connru*r
POWERDESIGNER C OP l\4S Windows 95/NT :raining on demand
DESIGNER 2OOO 2.0 C OP MS Windows 95/NT raining on demand
Cbject oriented case tool JML CASE tool evaluation
Teo0ng tools
hductrmm ch k Ettrftumnentr hnru$r
A/IN RUNNER c OP MS Windows 95/NT training on demand
Proiect tanagement toolc
F;odrc{lmr ck &rt EMIM furr6
VIS-PROJET B OP VIS Windows 95/NT lncluded in family 3
lYob rerwr8
Pmdruimsu CLrl &n Emdmsffidr Gfim$t
Enterprise Netscape 3.0 B OP Jnix, Windows NT
lnternet lnformation Server 4.0 B OP il/indows NT REDIS II
Apache Web Server EV Jnix REDIS II
Appllca0on lerverr
nro&rctrffi Cb. 3[*r Em&mnn$r Oomra*r
WebLogic B OP Unix, Windows NT
Dewlopment envlrcnment
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ho*ntralr G*rsr 8trtu Emrlfimnt.Hli Cmrrmr
A/ebGain B OP Unix, Windows NT
Information Systems Infrastructure
Product family managers:
W. BEURMS DG ENTR / R. RUIZ DE LA TORRE DI-STB
I I octobre 2001
Statlsdcal or data analyres softrrars packages On{ine analytical process
producl, Data Decision Systems
Prc6dm t0rts EIffiummt! Cormffi
3AS B OP rll platforms
FAME B OP Unix, Windows \o support available at Dl
)MCLE EXPRESS c OP Unix, Windows NT
ACL c OP Unix )G )fi, audit language
ACUMEN c OP Unix lurostat, DG Vll
IROLL c OP Unix )G2,12,178
AREMOS c PO Unix )G 2, Eurostat
Advanced quoty rn nepoltng tools
&D&ttftm. Gb 8[6r Err&wrntr M
BUSINESS OBJECTS B OP MS Windows 95/NT
DISCOVERER 2OOO c OP MS Windows 95/NT
Admlnlstadw sfrurem packageo (extemal)
Riodtrcim CLa &lr Effililflnffi Cotlm.nlt
\SSYST B OP Jnix Sentral Help desk tool
3LOBUS C OP Jnix ;inancial package (DG ll-SOF)
3AVARIA c PO 3S2000 ;inancial package, running in PO OS
Admlnlctrative softwan packageo (lntemal) Stalegy to be defined To be drscusseQ which famrly
Fno&$ttffi Gb &*f Bffr*snilx# Omffi
src B OP A/indows 98/NT, Unix
ADONIS B OP A/indows 98/NT, Unix
SYSLOG B OP A/indows 98/NT, Unix
SINCOM B OP A/indows 98/NT, Unix
ELS/INVENTAIRE B OP A/indows 98/NT, Unix
ELS/SICMOD B OP A/indows 98/NT, Unix
SICMOB B OP A/indows 98/NT, Unix
Infrastuctrn lnformaton sltbms packagee
Prc&dtrltn ch 8Ur hvhomrull 8orffii.nil
MULTILIS c OP Jnix
VIILLENIUMS c OP )C: MVS Financial package, running in PO OS





W. BELIRMS DG ENTR / R. RUIZ DE LA TORRE DI-STB
I I octobre 2001
Geognphical informaUon syrtems
Prloductnilm Ck ffir fimnmunrntr enmffi
\RCView B OP u1/indows NT lo support available in Dl
\RC/INFO B OP Jnix 10 support available in Dl
UAP INFO C PO VIS-Windows 10 support available in Dl
lnbilace, Prctocol, standard
hdffitmmt CL.r 8[*tr Elnlryrnmir Cwacr$r
DCE RPC A OP
SQL 2 A OP
SOL3 A EV
f,DBC 3 A OP
JDBC A OP REDIS II
A/INSOCKETS A OP
iTTP 1.1 A OP
]orba llOP A EV REDIS II
DCOM A EV TEDIS II
SGML A OP
HTML 3.2 A OP
DHTML A EV REDIS II
)2EE A EV TEDIS II
XML A EV (ML Study
JNICODE 2.0 A OP
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.GEBIS Co-Présidents Bertrand P. (BUDG)/J.P. Weidert (DI) 




. Comité Technique Informatique Président Garcia Moran P. (DI) 
RaQIJ_orteur De Vriendt K. (DI) 
DG: Ouvert à toutes les DG 
. Sous-Comité CTI "E-Commission Co-Présidents G. Benali (DI)/W. Beurms (ENTR) 
Technolodcal Platform" Rapporteurs 
. Cellule Evolution Stratégique Co-Présidents J.P. Weidert (DI) 1 Kodeck F.(SG) 
Rapporteur Garant P. (DI) 
DG: SG,RELEX,ECFIN,ENTR,PRESS, 
INFSO,BUDG,EUROSTAT, SDT 
. Cellule Systèmes d'Information Co-Présidents J.P. Buisseret (BUDG) 1 P.Garant (Dl) 
Rapporteur P. Garant (DI) 
DG: SG,TAXUD,ECFIN,ENTR,AGRI,FISH, 
AIDCO,BUDG,EUROST AT, SANCO, 
EMPL, OLAF,ADMIN 
. User Committee Adonis Président Blerot J.F. (Dl) 
Rap_l)_orteur BlerotJ.F. (DI) 
DG: Ouvert à toutes les DG 
. User Committee Forum SIC Map Co-Présidents Brizzi. (DI) /Frutuoso Melo F. (ADMIN) 
2000 Rapporteur 
DG: Ouvert à toutes les DG 
* A ajouter : 4 IRM des DG qui, sur une base tournante, représentent leur "famille" de DG au sein du GCOM 
COMITES DE SUIVI DE PROJET DE SOUS TRAIT ANCE COMMUNE 
. Formation bureautique Chef de projet + Gritsch M. (Dl) 
Rapporteur 
DG PRESS 
. Local cali dispatcb Chef de projet+ Debacker M. (DI) 
Rapporteur 
DG DG utilisant ce contrat 
. Support PC commun Chef de projet + Claes L. (DI) 
Ra]JlJ_orteur 
DG DG utilisant ce contrat 
PRODUCT MANAGEMENT 
. Equipements et systèmes Co-managers+ Lam bot J .P. (DI) 
d'exploitation (hardware and Rapporteurs Hirn P. (ECFIN) 
operating systems) DG Ouvert à toutes les DG 
. Bureautique individuelle et Co-managers+ D'Ascanio C. (Dl) 
collective (Office automation and Rapporteurs Kodeck F. (SG) 
groupware) DG Ouvert à toutes les DG 
. Infrastructure des systèmes Co-managers + Ruiz De La Torre R. (Dl) 
d'information (Information systems Rapporteurs Beurms W. (ENTR) 
infrastructure) DG Ouvert à toutes les DG 
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DG: Ouvert d toutes les DG




















DG Ouvert i toutes les DG
. Proiect Management Pr6sident
Raooorteur
Dascalu Y(TAXUDyGroemer T. (DD
Groemer T. (DI)
DG





Rapporteur: K. DE VRIENDT 
Calendrier 
concernant la coopération entre la DI et les DG 1 SERVICES 
06.12.2001 09H30-13HOO JECL 7/1A 
08.11.2001 10H00-12H30 CHARL S1 Product Family Office 





J.L. Brousmiche 1 A.Puers 
Tel. 55793/56193 
J.L. Brousmiche 1 A.Puers 
Tel. 55793/56193 
C. D'Ascanio 1 
F. Kodeck 
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